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A daily independent student press

Volume 85* No. 44

Glenn shuttle set to launch today
□ Glenn returns to space as
part of a
scientific study on weightlessness and aging.
By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News
University students have only read about
the "space race" of the 1960's. They can only
speculate as to the national pride that erupted when an American orbited the earth.
Today, students will be able to capture
some of the spirit of yesteryear and live
through a part of history as a national hero

■ The women's
basketball has a new
coach and a new
gameplan.

whole country is aging and that Glenn's
return to space will represent the opportunity that older Americans have to make an
impact on society.
Nachbar also said Glenn represents the
spirit of the 1960's and the beginning of space
exploration.
"He became a living hero of the new frontier," he said. "He was the symbol of the era
of the 1960's."
Nachbar said that in the 1960's, Americans
felt they were falling behind in the space
race. Russia had already sent someone into
orbit and President John R Kennedy made a
commitment to make progress in space travel, he said.
• See GLENN, page six.

Urban tale comes to rural town

■ The women's cross
country prepares for
MAC championships.

■ Sophomore Doug
Schueller is. the Falcon
leer's leading
goal-scorer.

■ Hurricane Mitch
ravages Honduras, killing
32 people.

■ A British court dismisses
Pinochet warrants.

■ NATO maintains presence in Kosovo as
refugees start returning.
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returns to space.
John Glenn, the 77-year-old Ohio senator
who became the first American in orbit in
1962, will again become part of history as the
biggest space shuttle launch in a decade
departs from John R Kennedy Space Center,
Cocoa Beach, Florida at 2 p.m.
Glenn and six crewmates will be on a
nine-day shuttle mission. Glenn will be the
subject of experiments to compare the effects
of weightlessnes with physical ailments in
the elderly people on earth.
His return to space is becoming one of the
most celebrated occasions in space travel.
This mission will symbolize that older
Americans can be active, saidjack Nachbar,
professor of popular culture. He said the
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QUOTE
"An urban legend is
a story that is told that
is something possibly
believable. It's usually
something scary and
often has to do with
topics that are based
on anxieties or an
experience."
Marilyn Motz
popular culture chairwoman
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Students
flock to
believe
old tale
□ University shows
concern over the
revival of an urban
legend.
By DARLA WARNOCK
The BG News
Have an idea for a Halloween costume this year?
Little Bo Peep may already
be taken.
BG New* Photo/JASON SUGGS
Urban legend has it that a
psychic once predicted a mass
murder to take place at a mid- Kreischer Quadrangle, located on the east tide ol campus is one of the residence halls which
western college campus that is said to be shaped like an "H." The shape falls in line with the urban legend proclaiming stuwas located near a cemetery, dents will be massacred over Halloween.
pond or railroad tracks. The
The one making its way side of campus, separated by a cers will be on the lookout for
assailant is said to be a male around the campus community pond.
suspicious activities, particulardressed as Bo Peep and his vic- is only a slight variation from
Audrey Pass, senior publicist ly in that area of campus.
tims are young co-eds.
ones in years past, following the for the Oprah Winfrey Show at
He said students should take
That legend has some Uni- same basic pattern as its prede- HARPO Studios, said a psychic normal safety precautions, such
versity students and adminis- cessors. Rumor has it that a psy- has not been on the show any as remembering to walk with a
trators concerned as the spooky chic on the Oprah Winfrey time in the past few weeks. She friend and keeping doors
holiday draws closer.
Show last week named Bowling said she has not heard of the locked. Residence hall night
But according to Marilyn Green State University as one of specific
rumor circulating staff and RAs will continue with
Motz, chairwoman of the popu- the places where the murders around many college campuses. the same procedures they norlar culture department, the could occur.
"No, we have not had a psy- mally adhere to, Bratt said.
same story has been rehashed
The said murderer would chic on the show and (the
James Jackson, assistant
year after year with only minor target the residence halls on rumor) is not true," Pass said. director for residence life, said
changes to detail.
campus shaped like the letter "There is no truth to this partic- his office has no plans to step up
"An urban legend is a story "H" and would be after 10 to 18 ular rumor."
safety measures in the residence
that is told that is something female students.
Campus police are not taking halls. He hopes students will
possibly believable," Motz said.
The two buildings that look the rumors lightly, however. not continue to fuel the fire with
"It's usually something scary like a representation of that let- Lieutenant Ralph Bratt said additional rumors about the
and often has to do with topics ter on campus are the Harsh- although no special plans are prediction.
that are based on anxieties or an man and Kreischer Quadran- being considered to step up norexperience."
gles, both located on the east mal patrolling procedures, offi• See LEGEND, page six.

□ Campus' largest philanthropy
kicked off its fourth year with
information tables and high
expectations.
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By IVY CHIN
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CPA,
lawyer
contend
for seat
□ State Auditor
candidates bring
differing backgrounds
and views to the race.
By WENDY SUTO
The BG News
A Democratic candidate running for State Auditor will cruise
down the streets on his Harley to
attract more political attention,
while the Republican candidate
is confident he will be re-elected
through public appearances and
endorsements.
Democrat Louis N. Strike and
Republican Jim Petro are facing
off for the State Auditor position.
"Being a CPA won't matter
very much," Petro said. "I'm a
lawyer with an accounting background. I've been most successful in the last four years managing professional services."
Petro also said he took classes
pertaining to accounting and
law while in college and in law
school, which he feels qualifies
him to handle the job as State
Auditor. He said the Ohio Society of Certified Public Accountants has strongly endorsed him.
Kit Higgs, executive assistant
to Strike, said that by using a different campaign approach.
Strike will gain popularity when
it comes to election day.
"Getting him on his motorcycle is one of the tactics we're
using," Higgs said. "Not a lot of
people pay attention to the auditor. We want to gain attention for
him because he's a different type
of candidate because he's coming from the private sector."
If elected State Auditor, Strike
plans to bring the best demonstrative business practices into
the auditor's office to allocate
more resources to fraud, waste
and abuse prevention.
"We would introduce a concept that has proven very effective in the banking industry
called continuous monitoring,"
Strike said. "What the banks are
doing now with their significant
loan customers is they monitor
on a continuous basis the key
elements of their cash flow statements and assets and liabilities."
Another thing he could bring
to the state of Ohio if elected is a
• See ELECTION, page six.

Fundraiser dances into another year

Look for more dialogue
on the topic of homosexuality on the updated BG News website.
Check It out at:

If you have a news tip or
have an idea for a story,
call anytime and ask to
speak with an editor.

►ELECTION*

BG News Photo/JASON SUGGS
Dance Marathon workers and passing students kick oft the start
of fund-raising for the annual Dance Marathon.

There are only 150 days left until the University
once again kicks off its shoes and gets down.
Dance Marathon, the University fund-raiser,
kicked off yesterday. This year, the BGSU Dance
Marathon theme is "150 days to give 150% to raise
over $150,000.00 for the kids."
Dance Marathon is a 32-hour dance that raises
money for the Children's Miracle Network. University students participate as organizers, dancers
and moralers.
Last year, Dance Marathon raised over $150,000
for the Children's Miracle Network (CMN) cham-

pions.
"Dance Marathon at BGSU is the largest philanthropy on campus, and the third largest Dance
Marathon in the nation," said Christopher Bentlage, special promotions chairman and kickoff
coordinator of the 1999 BGSU Dance Marathon.
The event kicked off with a balloon launch. The
committee also set up information tables with sales
items, gave away free Children's Miracle Network
stickers and accepted sign-ups for security and
catering teams for Dance Marathon in March.
According to Bentlage, the Dance Marathon
memorabilia was bursarable and all proceeds will
benefit the children of CMN.
Fliers were also handed out to inform students
of how they can get involved in Dance Marathon.
Committee members at the table also helped
answer questions from students who were interested in participating in Dance Marathon.
"Dance Marathon is a huge event that the whole
• See DANCE, page six.
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Pursue higher ends, not the American Dream

LETTERS
Fan support helps football team
Dear BGSU students, faculty and staff:
On Saturday, October 31st, your Bowling Green State University football team will go to battle with the defending Mid-American Conference Champions: Marshall University. Fortunately for
BGSU the game takes place on our campus at 12:00 noon in Doyt
Perry Stadium.
It is extremely important to your football team that all students, faculty, and staff make every effort to attend the game. 1
hope to see every student in the stands with their face painted,
pom-poms waving and hands clapping on every play as the Falcons march toward victory. Our fan support will make a difference in the game (Marshall will have at least 2,000 of their own
fans in attendance).
Our football team is currently 2-2 in the Mid-American Conference and has played the 8th toughest schedule in the nation. 1
can only promise one thing- that our football team will be ready

Many students come to college with the idea that education
is the ticket to big bucks, fame
and fortune.
Those students tend to major
in business-related fields rather
than the arts. After all, that's
where the money is.
The trouble is, hundreds of
thousands of other students also
go to state schools and major in
business. The level of competition is enormous, even in our
supposedly-sound economy.
It's not as if business majors
will all be destitute. On the contrary, most everyone with a college degree can do economically
quite well by middle-class standards
You can do what's required,
make connections, study when
needed, and land that comfortable job with a padded chair,
move to Shaker Heights, have
2.5 children and a nice house,
and generally live a version of
the American Dream.
What you can't generally do
is move much beyond that.
Few people who come from
BG, or state universities like BG,
can make that leap into the
upper classes. True wealth, the
Park Avenue limousine type, is
already beyond the reach of

most of us.
Most of us haven't been bom
into wealth but rather, have been
seduced by the "land of opportunity" myth, where anyone can
rise to any social status as long
as they work hard.
The truth is, there's a lot less
social mobility than we think.
People tend to float at the same
level of affluence as their parents.
If you're satisfied with living
a tepid middle class existence,
fine. Read no further.
Otherwise you might start to
think about why you can't
become really really rich.
Once you realize that there's a
ceiling above, maybe you can
then see the floor below. I'm
talking about the standard of living that you'll almost certainly
have, no matter how much you

mess up.
Just as a Kennedy can drive
off a pier, an accident resulting
the death of a young woman,
and still be elected to the U.S.
Senate, flunking out of college
won't much affect someone's
middle-class life.
The reason for this is support
systems, sometimes called "privilege". For most of us, mom and
dad or aunt or grandpa won't let
their children starve, live on the
street, or go without Gap clothing.
Beyond family relations, privilege includes things like having
access to schools that teach basic
math, reading and social skills,
so that even if you do flunk out
or drive off a pier you can still
get a fast food job and pay the
rent.
Many people without such
privilege can't do this. Not
because they are inherently stupid or lazy, but because of (heir
"underprivileged" background.
Life isn't very fair, but that
doesn't have to be the case.
Instead of shrugging shoulders
and scrapping for every last
dime, how about stripping
money of its sacred place in our
value system? This is often
called something such as "pur-

suing higher ends", for good
reason — altruism is higher.
Making career earnings the
primary focus of your life skews
personal relationships and contributes nothing but cutthroat
attitudes to society. The rat race
just isn't worth $100,000 a year.
It's better to strive after something that, even though challenging, doesn't involve trying
to get a leg up on the other guy
or gal.
We're not going to make
much progress in significantly
changing our class status, so
why don't we focus our energies
in other areas? It could be something as small as working with
underprivileged children or
something as big as fighting for
social justice. And you can bet
that nobody will try to jump
ahead of you to volunteer.
At the very least, you can feel
a lot better if you fail to measure
up to the mythical "American
Dream"
Mike Wendling is a weekly
columnist for The News. Questions
and comments can be sent to
mikewen@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

to play for four quarters against the unbeaten Thundering Herd.
The game will be fast, physical and emotional for everyone. This

CHECK IT OUT:

is your football team, please show your support by attending on
Saturday.

!ws»c®m

See you at the Doyt,
Gary Blackney

YOUR SOURCE FOR UP-TO-DATE NEWS, WEATHER, AND MORE!

Head Football Coach

PEOPLE
ON
THE
STREET
What is your most remembered Halloween experience?

Diana Behl
Sophomore
Graphic Design
"When I was green plant
man and taped leaves all
over myself and painted
myself green."

Make it your
opinion page!
Get your voice
heard!

Sean O'Malley
Freshman
Undecided
"When I was eight and haa
my candy stolen."

The BG News
welcomes any
letters, columns
or other bits of
opinion to he
included on this
page. Here's
how you can get
your voice heard:

WRITE

Eric Edelstein
Junior
Sports Management
"OU freshman year. Thousands of people all partying
together on a street."

e

Letters to the
editor are encouraged and
are
published on a first
come, first serve basts, with
only rare exceptions of timely Issues. Letters can be
dropped off at 210 West
Hall.

Brandon Goings
Sophomore
Geography
"Getting together with a
group of friends and visiting
the haunted houses."

Marie Bodnar
Senior
IPC
'Going to southern Ohio'

E-MAIL

CALL

FAX

E-maUcd
opinions or story ideas are
strongly encouraged. E-mail
us anytime at
bgnewsfflbgnet.bgsu. edu.
All suggestions are welcome.

Were available! The BO
News office Is open from
8 a.m. to 1 a.m. Sunday
through Thursday and 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday.
The office is located in
210 West Hall.

Need to get
something over to us
quickly? Fax it to the
newsroom at 372- 6967
or 372-0202.

Copyright © 1998. The BG News. :
Bowling Green. Ohio. Reprinting of;
any material from this publication
without the permission or The BG !
News is strictly prohibited. The BG
New* Is an Independent publication tounded hi 1920 and Is pub- '
llihed daily during the academic
year and weekly during the summer semester. Opinions expresaed
In columns and letters to the edl- .
tor are not necessarily those of the
student body, faculty. University
administration or The BG Newt.
Unsigned editorials are the opinion:
of the Fall 19M BG Newt staff.
The BG News encourages Its read- j
ers to notify the paper of any
errors In stories or photograph
descriptions. Decuuons made by
the Editor In-Chief and the Editor!- j
al Board are final.

CONTACT CITY OFFICIALS
Wesley Hoffman — Mayor

354-620*

John Fawcett — Municipal Adm. 354-6204J
Mike Marsh — City Arty.

352-2518!

Tom Votava—Police Division

352-1131
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EDRDS
Tbda/s Birthday (Oct. 29). You're
strong this year, and you'll need
every bit of that strength. Show it in
October, in writing. Money's unstable in December, but you can find
ways to make more by January.
Change something basic about your
home in February, for best .results.
Show your love in March, and get
even more back. Stick to the rules in
April, to make a tough job easier. You
■ may have to wait until August to see
your dream come true.
Aries (March 21-ApriI 19)
Today is a 6. Comfort a friend
who's having a hard time with an
authority figure, and advise him or
her not to make too big a deal of this.
The odds appear to be about even,
but your friend is actually at a slight
disadvantage. This will become
apparent later, especially if a big
scene is made.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 5. Don't give an inch,
if you can possibly help it. This is
going to be difficult, since you seem
to be outnumbered. Someone else
thinks he or she knows what's best
for you. That's highly unlikely, since
this person isn't even listening to
you.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 6. If you run out of
ideas today, don't despair Take several deep breaths, then call your
sweetheart for advice. He or she is in
a tough situation too, but between
you, a solution to the problem can be
found. You may have to go around an
obstacle rather than trying to plow
through it
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 5. Your partner feels
omniscient today, and it might be
true. If you act as if it were, he or she
might start trusting your opinion a
little more. When you two argue, you
both lose. Treat each other with
respect and you'll get past a barrier
that's been blocking both of you.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
Today is a 6. You may be feeling
pressured, but don't let it get to you.
You're learning quickly. It might not
feel like it, because you can't do the
job perfectly yet, but that's OK. Perfection will come with time. Right
now, just keep doing the best you can
with what you have.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 6. You may feel
tongue-tied today. It's not your fault.
It's the conditions in effect now. The
words won't come easily. If you're
trying to write a proposal or a short
story, just do your rough draft and
let it go at that. You'll be able to put
in the corrections later.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
Today is a 6. There's a condition
in effect that could block communications - not just yours, but everybody's. You might have a breakdown
with the telephone or Internet. Be
careful what you say, too. The same
condition could also cause misunderstanding.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7. You're only confused

because the path you want isn't
open. Don't panic. Find another way
arouad instead. An older friend can
bring you an opportunity, if you are
willing to listen. A little respect will
also be helpful.

mannerisms

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 5. Be careful what you
say today. It's Hkery to be misunderstood. Choose your words slowly and
think each possible consequence out
before you act In other words, stall.
The longer you hold out, the better
your chances of success.
Pisces (Feb. 19-Marrh 20)
Today is a 7. The ego battle continues with no end in sight. Sometimes you wonder how people can get
so stuck on themselves when they
obviously dont know the answer.
You don't know either, but at least
you admit it.
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26 Matched
collection
27 Do holders
29 Is down with
30 Bauxite or galena
32 March forth
33 Cow's chew
35 Abel to Adam
36 Over the hill
38 Lobster eggs
39 Picnic pest
41 Distress letters
42 Fork-tailed
seabird
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DOWN
Type ol pear
Melville novel
List of charges
Snatched
Boo shouter
Loftier
City on the
Rhone
8 Hive population
9 Table supports
10 Period
11 Estranging
12 Andy of "60
Minutes"
13 Repetitious
musical themes
19 Roman galley
21 Mimics
24 Boor-cleaning
implement
25 Martlno and
Pacino
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71

31

1
2
3
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5
6
7

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 6. Some people think
Capricorns are workaholics, but you
probably don't agree. You just like to
stay busy, that's alL It takes a real
challenge to get your interest, such
as making a business work. Did you
know Capricorn is the sign of the
entrepreneur?

-

14

52 Within reach
57 School settings
59 Scottish
Highlander
00 You there!
61 Babbling bird
62 Seth's son
63 Wood and Wym
64 Doubleday and
others
66 M. Descartes

37 Actress Sorvino
40 Dealt in used
goods
42 Mortise insertion
43 Take flight
45 Female sheep
47 Obtain
48 Bishops of Rome
49 Entanglement
51 False

3

1/

PUHLE

35 Rummy

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 6. Someone might misunderstand your instructions on
purpose, so make yourself especially
clear. The one who will cause the
most trouble isn't saying much, but
is in a position to forte an outcome.
So besides being smart and direct,
you'll also have to do some sleuthing.

"For Che answers, look on
the web: www.bsnaews.com

43 Southwest
tribesman
44 Seethed
45 Fill with love
46 Belt locations
49 Main Street
structure
50 Beer choice
52 Part of U.A.E.
53 Lacerated
54 Cause of ruin
55 Ponce de
56 Otherwise
58 Healing waters

PAGE THREE it
intended as an
irreverent took at
The University.
We at The BG
Newt consider it
an offbeat page
where we try to
offer something
far everybody.
Opinions
expressed herein
are solely those
of our staffHave a nice day.

"Upcoming Events" is s service to our readers borrowed daily via the University
web page. The calendar of events on the web page has a ssere complete listing
of events and can be aeeeeaed through "www.bgsu.edu".

Thursday, 10/29/98
Contemporary Cuban Artist
Sergio Payares (10 a.m. - 4
pm.)
Willard Wankelman Gallery,
Fine Arts Center. Show opened
Oct. 8; continues through Nov. 5.
Tues.-Sat. 10-4; Sun. 2-5. Free.
John Baliitreri, Ceramics (10
a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Kennedy Green Room, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Show
opened Oct.
10; continues
through Nov. 5. Tues-Sat. 10-4;
Sun. 2-5. Free. Part of the New
Music and Art Festival.
On the Road: Art Can (10
a.m. - 4 p.m..)
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery,
Fine Arts Center. Show opened
Oct. 6; continues through Nov. 5.
Tue.-Sat. 10-4; Sun. 2-5. Free.

The length of the banked running track
in the Student Recreation Center is 190 yards.
^^
w
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CROSS
R
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ACROSS
1 Moves up and
down
5 Well-grounded
11 Schedule abbr
14 Skip
15 Walk of life
16 Old card game
17 Do it alone
18 Unproved
statement
20 Like some shirts
22 Tear
23 Some rapiers
24 "Rebel Without a
Cause" co-star
25 Gray shade
28 Miss a step
29 Cheers
31 Abrupt transitions
33 Word before bag
or beetle
34 Get out of bed

?

1

Kappa Phi Fundrataer (10
a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer. Cookies will be
sold for 50 cents each for a later
delivery date.

Economics Club Fundraiser
(10 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Education Building. The Economics Club will be holding a
sale of winter clothing, such as
gloves and sweaters.
Alpha Lambda Delta
Fundraiser (10:30 a.m. - 4
p.m.)
Education steps. ALD will be
selling Halloween ghost suckers
for a fundraising activity.

Towers Inn, McDonald West.
Dr. John Green and Dr. James
Guth will dicsuss the 1998 midterm elections and the implications of possible outcomes.
Lunch is at noon; the talk is at
12:30. Lunch is $5.75; call 419372-2340
for
reservations
(required). Sponsored by College
of Arts and Sciences and the
Office of Sponsored Programs
and Research.
Yearbook Distribution (1 - 4

BGSU Blood Drive (11 a.m. -

p.m.)

5 p.m.)

28 West Hall. Anyone who preordered a 1998 Key or would like
to purchase one now can stop by
28 West Hall (basement.) Mon. Thur., 1-4 p.m. Call 372-8086 for
more information.

Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Student Union. Just one hour out of
your day can save somebody's
life. The American Red Cross
asks that you please donate during the blood drive.Walk-ins are
welcome,
but
scheduled
appointments
help
ensure
prompt service. To schedule an
appointment please call 1-800GIVE LIFE ext. 132.
The 1998 Elections: Doldrums or wild Weather?
(Noon)

Education Abroad Informational Session (4- 5:30 p.m.)
1103 Offenhauer West. Discover the many overseas education
programs available to BGSU students and the steps to take to
study abroad. For more information, contact Education Abroad
at 372-0309 or 372-0479.

WEBSITE OF THE DAY
Today

Friday

Partly cloudy

Cloudy

HIGH: 60

HIGH: 59

LOW: 36
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TV GUIDE SECTION
~l Display Personals

8:00

"8730"

BROADCAST STATIONS

03

News I

CBSNm

Tuns

NBC News
Technologies

SD

HTM

CD

Business Apt

Newshour With J m lehrer «

Jeopardy

Promised Lam)

Enl Tonight

Hollywood Sq

Vengeance IMmited -Ambition ■

GVscaUndst

FnsistX

Friends!

Nswshour With Jim Lthrar J£
Arthur*

Improve. IMed About You Saintwd.lt

:5 GO: Showtw Collection
Simpsons K.

Alisnatea X

BeayUeoongol -Facts ol Lie'

Simpsons I

10:00

10:30 I 11:00 I

as noun (in Stereo) X

Movie: "DanHrx*rjarn"|l99eSstpsra)Ms^nVVardl[

j&-rr

Tonight Show

I "Touch"", Evil .«

Gtotettzation" sod Human Rights

Gatv Biscsney

High Goal Polo

"Touowig En" X

CJobelustion and Human Rights
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Eye on NATO keeps pressure on Milosevic
11 P^TS

F"

□ NATO
NATO keeps
keeps Up
up
guard in Kosovo as
some refugees return.

a

-^^^^Bk.

piled from ttmlt and wire reports

The Associated Press

■IMMUNITY I
Court throws out extradition warrants
LONDON (AP) — The High Court ruled Wednesday that Augusto Pinochet is immune from prosecution in British courts and
ordered the British government to pay the former Chilean dictator's
legal costs of $560,000.
The court threw out two Spanish arrest warrants, acted upon by
British authorities. The warrants sought Pinochet's extradition to
face charges of murder, kidnapping and torturing political opponents during his 17-year dictatorship.
In his ruling. Lord Chief Justice Thomas Bingham said it was "of
course a matter for acute public concern that those who abuse sovereign power to commit crimes against humanity should not escape
trial and appropriate punishment."
But nothing, including the charter that established the International War Crimes Tribunal at Nuremberg in 1945, invalidated the
principle "that one sovereign state will not impugn another in relation to its sovereign acts," Bingham said.

ISPACEFLIGHTI
Glenn's presence raises mission's stakes
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — The stakes are higher than ever
for NASA as it counts down the final hours to John Glenn's heralded return to orbit on Thursday, and the man in charge of spaceflight
knows it.
"As a person responsible for this mission, I feel an awesome
responsibility and apprehension that everything goes well. This is
special," Joe Rothenberg said after having lunch with the 77-year-old
Glenn on Wednesday.
As always, Rothenberg said, NASA has done everything possible
to ensure the safety of space shuttle Discovery and its seven-member
crew. But the fact that one of them is Glenn, the first American to
orbit the Earth and a senator for the past 24 years, has upped the ante
if anything goes wrong.
"Would it be any different from any mission? Sure," Rothenberg
said. "Because like having a teacher on board, it really has got very
high visibility and an awful lot of people would look at it as something happening to an American hero and we were part of the
process. There's no question about that."
Glenn was so beloved by America after his 1962 flight, in fact, that
President Kennedy reportedly instructed NASA not to fly him again
— he didn't want to risk the astronaut's life. Glenn never got to ask
Kennedy if this was true; the president was dead by the time Glenn
heard about it.

IPOLITJ.CS I
Campaign ads focus on Lewinsky
WASHINGTON (AP) — Democrats lashed out Wednesday
against a $10 million Republican ad campaign that makes an issue
out of the Monica Lewinsky scandal even as party leaders struggled
to raise money for a counterpunch.
Undeterred and flush with cash, Republicans planned to add
another TV spot to their arsenal, this one accusing President Clinton
of hiding behind "legal mumbo jumbo" in the Lewinsky case.
Clinton complained at a news conference that Democrats are
"being very badly outspent" by Republicans, but he passed up a
chance to criticize their strategy. Republicans can "make the election
about whatever they want to make the election about," he said.
Said Vice President Al Gore: "Attacking the president and investigating the president has apparently become an obsession with the
Republicans."

Attention Athletes/Body Builders
If we don't have it, you don't need it!

Creatine-1000 g only $55.00
Andro-6 only $52.00

Associated Press Photo

A Kosovo Liberation Army soldier stands on guard during the
funeral of 20-year-old K LA soldier All Mural Pacarizi in the village of Dragobil Wednesday.

PRISTINA, Yugoslavia
Having deferred airstrikes for
the moment, NATO today
revealed plans for more spy
plane flights to make sure President Slobodan Milosevic continues to withdraw forces from
Kosovo and allows tens of thousands of refugees to return
home.
A senior NATO general, Klaus
Naumann of Germany, said
today the withdrawal of Serb
forces was not complete, but so
far it represented a "considerable step in the direction of fulfilling the demands."
With Yugoslav forces drawing
back, the Western military
alliance did not set any new
deadlines for airstrikes after the
previous one expired Tuesday.
That was a bitter disappointment to Kosovo's ethnic Albanian politicians, who had been
hoping that NATO would deliver a devastating blow to the
Yugoslav war machine.
"Milosevic has known all
along that NATO would not be
bombing, that he would be getting away with what he and his
military police have been doing

here in Kosovo," Muhamel
Hamiti of the League of Democratic Kosovo said today.
But by warning that the threat
of attack remains, NATO hoped
to guarantee the safety of ethnic
Albanian refugees, who are terrified of returning home unless
government troops and Serb
police are held back.
It was unclear how many
refugees were returning home
today. There "has been some
movement, but at the same time
the people are still apprehensive," U.N. refugee agency
spokesman Kris Janowski said in
Geneva.
Janowski said men in some
areas were returning to check the
condition of homes abandoned
during the fighting, but it was
unclear whether most felt it was
safe to bring back their wives
and children.
To back up its demands,
NATO decided to keep more
than 400 warplanes on alert. The
U.S. Navy announced today at
its Mediterranean headquarters
in Italy that American P-3C
Orion surveillance will begin
regular flights over Kosovo on
Sunday.
The planes can fly for 10-12
hours without refueling and will
help monitor the situation day
and night, regardless of the
weather. The Navy said it con• See NATO, page five

Hurricane hits Honduras hard

□ Deadly Hurricane
Mitch pauses to punish Honduras, and toll
rises to 32.
The Associated Press

LA CF.IBA, Honduras — Hurricane Mitch paused in its whirl
through the western Caribbean
on Wednesday to punish Honduras with 120 mph winds,
sweeping away bridges and
flooding neighborhoods. At least
32 people were killed.
Mitch was drifting west at
only 2 mph over the Bay Islands,
a Honduras tourist area popular
with American scuba divers and
beachcombers.
The storm was only 30 miles
off the coast, and hurricane-force
winds stretched 105 miles from
the storm's center. That meant
the Honduran coast and a good
portion of the interior was under
hurricane conditions for more
than a day.
"The hurricane has destroyed

almost everything," said Mike
Brown, a resident of Guanaja
Island who was within miles of
the eye of the hurricane. "Few
houses have remained standing."
At its peak Tuesday, Mitch
was classified as the fourthstrongest Caribbean hurricane
this century with 180 mph
winds. By Wednesday afternoon,
the 350-mile-wide storm still
packed a punch, but its sustained winds were down to 120
mph.
The U.S. National Weather
Service said only three Atlantic
storms were stronger than Mitch
.it its peak: Gilbert in 1988, Allen
in 1980 and the Labor Day hurricane of 1935.
The rainfall — up to 25 inches
in mountain areas — began to
take a toll. More than 50 rivers
had overrun their banks, and the
government evacuated more
than 45,000 people from lowlying areas, according to Col.
Guillermo Pinel, chief of the
National Emergency Committee.

Associated Press Photo

A family carries a few of their belongings as they leave o
flooded neighborhood of La Ceiba, Honduras, on Wednesday.
Many towns were cut off by
washed-out roads and downed
bridges, and severed phone lines
on the Bay Islands, making it difficult to gauge the extent of the
damage. The government said
72,000 people were forced to flee
their homes.
President
Carlos
Flores
Facusse declared the Caribbean

coast a disaster zone, and officials said 23 people had died in
Honduras alone, including 14 on
Guanaja.
Five people were killed in La
Ceiba, including three police
officers swept into a river in their
car, said regional police chief
Maria Lisa Borjas.
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POLICY for the police blotter: The News will run, without exception
citations issued by the city and <

■oortrnents. Con

dents or stude!

Today's city police blotter includes items from Monday.

be Identified t

all
esitoy

questions, pier'
A woman requested an ambulance for her
mother who was going Into diabetic shock, in
the 400 block of S Enterprise St. Monday
On W. Gypay lane Rd., Theresa U KraU, of
Defiance, was cited for no seat belt, Monday
On W. Gypsy Lane Rd. and Slippery Elm
Trail. PnfldUa R Scritchheld. of Wayne, was
cited for no seat belt, Monday.
A man in the 200 Nock of Georgia St.,
reported smoke in his kitchen, Monday.

Monday

reported a crystal ball waa stolen at a store,
Monday.

di
Monday

On E. Poe and Tarragon St, Morns T. Weinberger was cited for right of way, Monday.

A man reported he lost his cell phone, on
W. Wooster and S Wintcrgarden St, Monday

A woman found a ladies diamond nng, in
the 200 block of N Main St, Monday

In Lot 4, DouglasJ Crowley was cited for
driving under suspension, Monday

A man reported has vehicle was vandalized, in the 300 block of N Main St, Monday

A man was advised to keep the music
down, in the 700 block of High St, Monday.

On E. Merry St and Willard St, Rickir I.
Waugh was cited for failure to maintain an
assured dear distance, Monday.

A domestic assault occurred, in the BOO
block of Third St., Monday.

On Pearl and S Church St. Sandra S Konrad was cited for a traffic accident Monday.

In the 100 block of W Wooster St.. a man

On N Main St and Dill St., Roy L Schnei-

In the 200 block of S. Church St.. a man

In tf» 500 block of Erie St, a woman reported receiving obscene phone calls, Monday.
On Meeker and Comeaut Avr., Rosemary
Espen was cited for speed, Monday
On Meeker and Conneaul Ave, Donald W.
Pulschen was cited for speed, Monday.

In the 500 block of E Wooster St. a woman
reported her vehicle had been vandalized,

NATO
•*• Continued from page four

ducted a few such flights around
the time of the first NATO deadline on Oct. 17.
The Organization for Security
and Cooperation in Europe is
accelerating efforts to send up to
2,000 unarmed personnel to verify compliance on the ground.
"We know that President
Milosevic only moves when he is
presented with the credible
threat of force," NATO SecretaryGeneral Javier Solana said after a
meeting of NATO ambassadors

in Brussels, Belgium.
"This crisis is far from over,"
he added. "I urge both sides to
take advantage of the opportunity that now exists to move the
political process forward."
In an Oct. 12 peace deal,
American negotiator Richard
Holbrooke demanded that Milosevic cut the number of troops
and police in Kosovo to the levels of last February, when Milosevic began his crackdown on
the separatist Kosovo Liberation
Army.

On Klotz and Napoleon St. Gregory A.
Reyome was cited for no seat belt. Monday
On N. Main and E. Wooster St. a man's
wallet was found, Monday.

Monday
On ManviUe and E Wooster St, Philip L
Knuth. of Grand Rapids, was cited for having
an expired registration, Monday
A man reported, in the 300 block of High
St. his bicycle was stolen. Monday.

Men were seen soliricing for gas companies, in the 500 block of S. Grove St.. Monday

On W Reed St and N. Mam St, David E.
Hasstnger was cited for DUL Monday

SAVE LIVES!
Earn up to $140 per month and help save
lives at the same time by donating plasma.
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change your
life forever

A man, on W Washington St, reported a
man in (ail for robbery has some overdue video
tapes. Monday.

A man repartsd a golfer wnnaasd on hat,
shed, in the 600 block of S WUtfeigidcn St,
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Gen's Hallmark

reported a theft of a magnetic sign from the
side of a truck, Monday.
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LEGEND-

DANCE
S.K. Brunk, a freshman undecided major, said she is not concerned with the rumors she has
heard about the Little Bo Peep
murderer, although she has seen
a number of other residents
"freaking out" over the possibility
A resident of Bromfield Hall
in the Harshman Quad, Brunk
said she has not heard or seen
anything first-hand.
"I just don't believe it — in
order for me to believe it, I'd
have to see it," Brunk said. "It's
all going overboard."
Boutelle said his office has
seen a number of these types of
rumors over the past several
years, and none have any factual
basis to them.
"This type of thing has
cropped up before — maybe a
dozen times," Boutelle said. "I

have not confirmed anything —
I've only had people tell me
things second-hand."
Motz said oftentimes when an
urban legend is circulating, it
will involve another campus
close to the campus where the
"teller" is. Typically the story
includes a dark setting, often
playing off of fear of illness or
death.
"It makes sense that they
would appear at Halloween,"
she said. "That's been around for
years and years."
Kent State University is the
other Ohio college being tossed
through the rumor-mill, as it also
has a residence hall in an "Hshaped" format. Other schools
that could fit the bill are Eastern
Michigan University and Michigan State University.
Bratt said the possibility exists

for a "copycat" murderer Jo pick
up on the urban legend; however, he does not have any reason
to believe that may be the case
this year.
"I would be a fool not to think
that it could happen," he said.
"Our officers will know about it
and we will be on our toes."
An extension of the legend
notes that the police mandated
that no one is permitted to dress
as a Little Bo Peep. Bratt said he
cannot control what costumes
students wear and the police
department will not put forth
such a dress code.
In the meantime, patrols will
continue to police the campus as
normal.
"We have a very good hall
staff and good night guards," he
said. "I can't foresee anything
happening."

campus should be a part of,"
Bentlage said. "Whether it is to
dance, be on a general committee
or be a moraler, this kickoff will
give anyone interested a chance
to help out the kids."
Kelly Heider, director of the
Dance Marathon, said that the
kickoff is held annually and
helps educate students, especially the new students, about what
Dance Marathon is.
"This is our fourth Dance
Marathon and every year there
are improvements being made,"
Heider said. "The kickoff serves
to 'restart' the energy that the
BGSU community has for Dance
Marathon."
According to Aileen Glowacki, public relations chairwoman

universities and colleges.
Upgrading technology for
more efficient service is important to Petro, as he is currently
extending uniform accounting
networks. He said the software
reduces clerical burden and mistakes common in manual
accounting. More than 1000 local
governments are on the uniform
financial and reporting system.
Petro also explained that auditors now have an on-line reference library through an extensive AOS Internet to guide their
work.
Strike said the primary
responsibility of the auditor is to
eliminate fraud, waste and abuse
in the state government on a $50

billion budget.
Petro said the main responsibility of the Auditor is to oversee
the financial and legal activities
of over 4500 units of state and
federal governments, including
cities, libraries, universities,
counties and townships.
"We do that through doing
financial audits, special investigations, client reviews, and operational performance audits,"
Petro said.
Strike is the managing director and partner of Ballenger,
Strike & Associates, a consulting
firm in Cincinnati and Los Angeles that helps turn around troubled businesses. Strike says he is
running for State Auditor

because his father ran for governor of Utah in 1972.
"My biological clock went off
and I mentioned to a couple of
friends that I would really like to
do something with public service," Strike said. "I got a call six
months later from a friend who
said I really had to look at the
Auditor's race in 1998 because
there's never been a CPA to serve
as Auditor for the Slate of Ohio."
Petro has been Ohio's Auditor
of State since 1994. He is running
again because he feels he has
made great progress over the last
four years as Auditor.
"In four years, we've made a
lot of progress," Petro said. "I
want to continue to improve

operational performance in local
governments."
Strike said that not ever having held a public office before
will be a big advantage for him if
elected State Auditor.
"I'm coming out of the private
sector and I've never run for
public office before," Strike said.
"I will have exactly the kind of
independence that the people of
Ohio should have. We're responsible for looking over the shoulders of politicians on how
they're spending their money."
Strike said his extensive business experience will only help
him if he wins the election. He
has worked as President and
CEO for Hess & Eisenhardt,

Lodge & Shipley, and Cinpac,
Inc. in previous years before joining Ballenger, Strike, and Associates.
Petro said his widespread
public service at the local, state,
and federal levels helped him as
Auditor. Before becoming State
Auditor in 1994, he was an assistant to the mayor of Cleveland.
He became a special assistant to
then-United
States Senator
William B Saxbe, and then he
returned to Ohio to serve as
Assistant Director of Law for
Cleveland. He also served four
terms in the Ohio House of Representatives and has been a partner and attorney in Petro, Rademaker, Matty, and McClelland.

said sending Glenn to space
restored the country's morale
and confidence.
Nachbar added that Glenn's
accomplishment
represented
what America can achieve. He
said the morale of the country
was improved tremendously

because of Glenn.
In recent years, interest in
NASA has dwindled. After the
Challenger explosion in 1986,
businesses in Cocoa Beach failed,
and NASA's funds were cut.
Last Christmas, 600 NASA
workers were given word they

would be laid off. Employment
at the Kennedy Space Center is
down this year to 14,500 — a 23percent drop from 1992.
Now, as more than 250,000
spectators come to witness
Glenn's return to space, the interest in space travel has picked up.

Nachbar said Glenn's return
to space will reinvigorate interest
in the space program.
Schafer said Glenn's return
will put NASA in a more positive
light. He said just the widespread coverage will spur a
nation discussion about the

expectations of NASA.

Continued from page one.

"It's difficult because by commenting on a rumor, you kind of
feed it," Jackson said. "I don't
know if there is anything we
could do to keep students from
believing rumors."
Apparently, some parents are
concerned the rumor could come
to fruition this weekend. Clif
Boutelle, public relations director, said he has received some
telephone calls from parents concerned about their child's safety.
Bratt said his office has received
similar calls.
Some students living in the
quadrangles have plans to congregate in floor lounges throughout the weekend to bar against
an unknown person sneaking
into student rooms while they
are sleeping.

Continued from page one.

of Dance Marathon, CMN helps
pay medical costs for children
with terminal illnesses and serious injuries. Money also goes
toward the research of cures.
Last year, approximately 117
dancers and over 100 volunteers
participated in Dance Marathon.
It lasted for 32 hours in which
dancers had to continually stay
on
their
feet,
Glowacki
explained.
"This year we hope to nearly
double the number of dancers,"
Glowacki said. "The kickoff aids
in getting the word out about
dancing and all the o'her opportunities to volunteer."

ELECTIONContinued from page one.

purchasing system that would
harness the buying power of the
$50 billion budget to get the best
buys for every branch of government in Ohio.
If Petro is re-elected Auditor,
he plans to improve the timeliness of local governments who
rum in their financial reporting,
and improve their financial
record keeping. He would also
continue and complete performance audits on urban school
districts in Ohio, especially in
Cleveland and Youngstown.
Petro helped propose legislation
creating a framework to resolve
and prevent fiscal crises at public

GLENN
Continued from page one.

George Schafer, chairman of
aerospace studies, agreed. He
said Americans were considerably behind the Russians in
space exploration and began to
question the space program. He
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"It is obvious when you have
an American hero like John
Glenn return it will shed a positive light on what NASA can
do," Schaffer said.
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BGSU Football vs. Marshall
This Saturday <& 12:00 p.m. in

division of Student Affairs

Doyt Perry Stadium
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(OJeffness Connection 's Open J/ouse
The Wellness Connection is the educational and promotional branch of the Student Health Service.
Please join us in celebrating our new facility, which is now located in Room 170 Health Center. The
ribbon cutting ceremony will be held at 3:30 p.m. Refreshments will be served.
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BG to use
new style
□ Deane Knoblauch
plans to use a new
brand of basketball for
the women's season.
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News

Photo Provided
BG's Jen Gaflord goes up for a lay up against Marshall last season. She is one of four BG seniors on the 1998-99 squad.

MAC welcomes 5 new coaches
□ Five new coaches
inter the realms of
' MAC women's basketball this season.
By MARK WIESE
The BG News
New systems and new styles
of play will give the Mid-American Conference a different look
this season.
Five teams in MAC women's
basketball, including Bowling
Green, will showcase new
coaches this season. Eastern
Michigan, Miami, Northern Illinois and newcomer Buffalo also
have new mentors at the helm.
BG lost head coach Jaci Clark
to Dayton and picked up
Dcanne Knoblauch as the new
coach. BG lost four key players
from last year's 21-8 team, but
still looks to be very competitive
in the MAC behind Knoblauch
and senior Jackie Raterman.
Eastern Michigan replaces

Paulette Stein with Suzy Merchant this season. Merchant was
coaching at Saginaw Valley State
University before she took the
job at EMU. She looks to
improve EMU's 1998 mark of
10-16.
i
Miami's Maria Fantanarosa
has only eight returning from
last year's 12-15 team. Fantanarosa is filling the shoes of Lisa
Bradley and hopes to make
strides with a very small team.
Carol Hammerle look the
place of Liz Galloway-McQuitter who resigned last year at
Northern Illinois. Hammerle
had a record of 457-227 over 25
years of coaching at WisconsinGreen Bay, which is ranked 20th
all-time in Division 1 women's
basketball history. Hammerle
believes in the power of change
to improve the Huskies' 4-22
mark from last season.
Buffalo is a new addition to
the MAC. New coach Cheryl
Dozier will lead the Bulls Buffa-

Mid-American Conference
Media Association
'Pre-season woman's basketball poll
East
Kent(32)
Bowling Green(2)
Akron(1)
Ohio
Marshall
Miami
Buffalo

242 points
190 points
145 points
136 points
100 points
97 points
70 points

West
Toledo(35)
Central Michigan
Ball State
Western Michigan
Eastern Michigan
Northern Illinois

210 points
134 points
121 points
120 points
80 points
70 points

Tournament Champion Votes:
Toledo-20, Kent-12, BG-2, Akron-1

> See COACH, page nine.

To everyone with any taste for
basketball at all, here's a new
term: Run-and-Press.
That's the name applied to the
new style of Bowling Green
women's
basketball
coach
Deanne Knoblauch's system.
Knoblauch (pronounced KuhKNOB-Low) plans to drain the
energy out of opponents by
pressing the entire time with a
defensive focus.
"We don't call it a run-andgun because when people think
of that, they think of teams that
don't play real good defense,
and we want to play really good
defense as well," Knoblauch
said. "It worked real well at
Mount Union and I think it'll
work well here as well."
Defense probably separated
BG (21-8 overall and 15-3 in the
MAC in 1997) from Kent and
Toledo last year. The Falcons
were upended in the MAC semifinals by the Rockets for the second year in a row, 75-56, on a
night when the offense struggled. BG ranked fifth in scoring
defense in the MAC overall.
However, they ranked first in
the MAC in total offense.
Why not try the same system
at the alma mater (Knoblauch
played at BG from 1979-1983)
when it worked so well at Mount
Union — a Division III school
out of the Ohio Athletic Conference in Alliance, Ohio? After all,
Knoblauch compiled a 182-119
record as the Purple Raider mentor. Knoblauch's squad went
Despite all those credentials,
there are some question marks
concerning the coaching change
as there would be with any
change. But senior guard Jenifer
Gafford is excited about the
change.
"I think it's going to be good
for me and for the team, "
Gafford said. "I think we all have
the ability to run that style and I
think we're well-conditioned for

that style. We're excited to play it
because it's going to bring more
excitement to the game."
The seniors might have the
hardest time making the adjustments. BG has four seniors in
Gafford, Jacki Raterman, Jill
DeFosse and Netta Smith. Other
players trying to make the transition from Clark to Knoblauch
are juniors Sherry Kahle and
Jayme Wappes and sophomores
Yolanda Holt, Angie Farmer and
Kristy Hineline. Raterman has
decided to accept the change
"Life is going to do this to you
once in a while," Raterman said.
"I know I can play under any
coach at any time. It's just a matter of doing it. ."
There were some growing
concern as to whether or not the
five newcomers would stick
around and play for the orange
and brown. However, the five
newcomers — Liz Harris,
Christina Blandford, Leigh Ann
Dalton, Francine Miller and
Dana Western — are on the Falcon roster.
"It would be easier on the
freshmen to adjust now compared
with
the seniors,"
Knoblauch said. "I'm very
happy with the newcomers and I
seem to think that they are very,
very happy. It seems to be going
very well so far."
Western had a lot of questions
at first since Clark was the reason she decided to fly with the
Falcons, but doesn't seem bothered by the transition.
"I'm excited for the year,"
Western said. "They're new and
we're new so I don't feel left out.
There's a lot of good leadership
here."
Knoblauch brought along
Michelle Bohan and Suzy Venet
as assistants to help continue the
tradition. Bohan served as an
assistant coach under Knoblauch
the past six seasons while Venet
played under Knoblauch the
past four seasons.
"We want to continue it,"
Knoblauch said about the tradition. "We do not want to slip up
and we're not going to."

Schueller striving to lead icers
status when he received a phone
call from a Panther representative.
"Once it happened, it was
exciting," Schueller said. "There
were articles in the paper in my
hometown. Florida was calling."
:2 By DIANA EDELMAN
Schueller attended his homeThe BG News
town high school until his
Doug Schueller is a leader in sophomore year when he decidire than just one way.
ed to transfer to White Bear Lake
The sophomore defenseman — a half-hour from his home His
rleads the team in goals with four. father Dennis guided the deci• Junior Zach
Ham
and sion.
'. Schueller are the two assistant
"At that school, hockey was at
baptains on the Bowling Green a lower level," he said. "At
hockey team.
White Bear, the hockey was bigThe 21-year-old from Inver ger."
; Grove Heights. Minn, is well on
His father, who played college
; his way to a successful hin key hockey as a defenseman at
• career. Schueller went in the 8th Bemidji State, guided Schueller
. round of the National Hockey through his hockey career. He
I eagiat draft in 1997 to the I lori- would take his son to high school
• da Panthers.
h.x key practices and have him
However, Schueller did not out on the ice. Dennis Schueller
' attend the draft
coached hockey for years.
"I knew there was a chance (to
"He pushed me a lot to keep
hat drafted) but it wasn't for working hard,'' Schueller said of
sure," he said. "There was no his lather
reason to go to the draft because
Schueller
began
skating
I could have been sitting there before he could walk, pushing a
the whole time and not get draft- chair around on the ice to stay
up. Years later, his work paid off.
*. He found out about his new
He played in the United States

$□ BG's Doug Schueller
"Tikes the role of a

■leader.

Junior A Hockey League for the
Twin Cities Vulcans. He even
served as captain in his final
year.
Playing in the junior system
prepared the 6-1, 210-pound
sophomore for collegiate play.
"It was a good time for me to
develop my skills," he said. "It is
a lot of hockey, a lot of games
(and) a lot of bus trips. You
develop both mentally and physically. Mentally you have to jump
off a bus and play a game after a
12-hour road trip."
But nothing could prepare
nim for the type of experience he
had last itason. When the team
was struggling, it was "horrible
mentally" for him.
Otherwise, the last season
acted as preparation for the rest
of his time in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association.
"I got so much ice time,"
Schueller said. "It prepared me
as much as any year can improve
anyone because I got so rhany
chances."
Now Schueller has a larger
role on the team and is expected
to perform more. He made mistakes last season because he was
a freshmen. This season, he can-

not fall back on that idea.
"Now there is more pressure,"
he said. "If I make a mistake
now, I make a mistake. It would
be my fault. I screwed up."
Schueller was nominated to
the position of assistant captain
this season by his teammates.
"Doug shows a lot of good
leadership," BG senior captain
Dan Price said. "He works his
butt off. He is very vocal and has
a physical presence. He is going
to be a great leader for three
years."
From his experience leading
teams in the past, this newest
role is one he is familiar with.
"I have just always been a
leader," Schueller said. "On the
ice, 1 am not afraid to yell, I am
not afraid to say something in
the locker room. It is not hard for
me to speak up, that is part of the
reason why I became a leader."
He already is on his way to
being the top scoring defenseman again. His stats may not be
typical of a defenseman.
"This year, I have had a few
lucky goals go in," Schueller
said. "But I am a defenseman all
the way."

Photo Provided
Doug Schueller (above) had a lot of support from his dad.
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MAC championship
could depend on health
□ With a healthy team,
the BG women's cross
country expects to fare
well in the MAC
championships Friday.
By MARK WIESE
The BG News
The combination of talent and
health will decide the winner of
the Mid-American Championships Friday.
The Bowling Green women's
cross country team will face a
difficult challenge at the MAC
with 25th-ranked Ohio looking
to repeat as MAC champions.
The Falcons are confident
though, coming to the meet with
a healthy team.

Miami and
playoffs lurk
ahead for BG
Q The women's soccer team looks to
regain strength for
huge games.
By PETE STELLA
The BG News
It's that time of the season
when great teams emerge and
the good teams go home. If s
playoff time.
The Bowling Green
women's soccer team heads to
the Mid-American Conference
playoffs which begin next
Tuesday and continue through
next Sunday.
The site and opponent of
BG's first game will not be
known until after its last regular-season MAC game against
Miami Friday. With a win, the
Falcons would travel to Kent
for a first-round game. If BG
ties or loses against Miami, it
travels to Eastern Michigan
Tuesday.
With the Falcons' record
standing at 7-9-1 overall and
4-4-1 in the MAC, the Detroit
game has no bearing on the
playoff picture. 3C used the
game to gear up towards die
playoffs.
"We have to be ready to
play," coach Tom Piccirillo
said. "The playoffs are like an
NBA all-star game; you need
your whole team to step it up
a notch and our defense must
improve to stop the other
teams' goal chances."
Due to the injuries of key
players over the last few
• See SOCCER, page nine.

"In the MAC Championships
it is not always the best team that
wins, rather, it is the healthiest
team that wins," said coach Steve
Price.

team has improved. Ohio is currently ranked 22nd in the nation.
As a result of these improvements, this may prove to be a
very competitive race.

BG has used the last two
weeks to heal nagging injuries
and rest their legs for the MAC
Championships. Hanane Sabri
will be back to full strength after
healing a foot injury that has
bothered her this season. This is
a plus for the Falcons.

BG has a major advantage
over the other two teams in having five solid runners to lead the
Falcons. Both Ohio and EMU
have strong front runners but do
not have the solidarity that BG
possesses in Wendy Licht-Ordway, Laura Deneau, Christine
Thompson, Hanane Sabri and
Angie Micheal.

"We had high-quality workouts last week and we have been
taking it easy this week to rest
our legs for the MAC," BG's
Libby Mitchell said.
The meet basically boils down
to a three-team race among BG,
Ohio and Eastern Michigan. BG
has met both teams in previous
meets in 1998 and has experienced success against both. Time
has passed though and each

"Our strength comes with the
closeness that our front group
runs in," Price said. "They all
come in very close together,
helping lower the score for the
team."
With the overload in talent,
they plan to do very well. The
MAC Championship that starts
at noon Friday at BGSU.

Photo Provided
BG't Wendy Licht-Ordway heads down the stretch in a meet earlier this year.

Barnes leads charge for Western
□ Barnes steals games
for Western Michigan.
By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BG News
It would be pretty hard to
blame anyone for not taking the
Western Michigan Broncos seriously, but five feet, four inches
worth of a stone wall named
Matt Bames is going to make
them start.
Western Michigan finished
tenth in the league last year and
all signs point to another dismal

season this year.
Already this year, though,
Bames has pulled a couple of
miracles out of his hat.
His latest upset came in a 2-1
win at the expense of the previously undefeated Notre Dame
Fighting Irish.
UND, featuring three of the
league's top scorers, launched 32
shots at Bames. He stopped all
but one.
That performance was reminiscent of a 1-1 tie WMU had
with intra-state rival Michigan
State. In that game the Spartans
had 37 shots.
With the rest of the Western

Michigan team in disarray,
Bames has had to steal what
points the Broncos have been
able to get WMU is 1-2-1 in Central Collegiate Hockey Association play this season.
The season started out with a
bang when the entire Bronco
hockey team was suspended for
one game as the result o( a house
party that the team had before
the season.
Western had only been able to
score five goals in the four games
they have played.
Scoring Update
Notre Dame still maintains a

goes south to visit Miami for a
pair of weekend games.
The RedHawks have had a
rough time of it with 11 freshman
learning the ropes. Thus far they
have a record of 0-3-1 in the
CCHA and 1-4-1 overall.
Alaska-Fairbanks makes the
trip to Ferris State for games Friday and Saturday. FSU is 2-2 in
the CCHA and is coming off a 21 loss to Bowling Green.
The Falcons play their only
game of the weekend in Ann
Arbor against Michigan. The following night Michigan takes on
Northern.

strangle hold on CCHA scoring.
Forwards Ben Simon and
Brian Urich are the top two scorers in the league. Simon has 11
points on three goals and eight
assists. Urich has six goals and
four assists.
Northern Michigan's Buddy
Smith managed to crack the Irish
log jam at the top of the CCHA
scoring race. Smith pulled alongside Notre Dame's Aniket Dhadphale's four goals and five assists
each.
This weekend
Coming off their upset over
Notre Dame, Western Michigan

Titan rallies past BG 6-4
□ BG is looking ahead
to the biggest game of
the season following
another tough loss.

"We need people to step it up. If people
step it up individually, then the whole
team will follow."
Tracy Gleixner
\liimen s soccer forward

By PETE STELLA
The BG News

BG Newt Photo/ROGER UOTA

BG's Stephanie Heller (17) play* defense in an earlier game.

For a team that is not settling
for moral victories, Tuesday's
match didn't help.
Detroit rallied to hand BG
another tough loss ft-4.
BG falls to 7-9-1 overall.
Freshman forward and team
points leader Tracy Gleixner
connected on one of her three
unassisted goals 13 minutes into
the first half to get the Falcons
out of the gate early. She then
added her other two goals in a
matter of 17 seconds.
Detroit forward Gwen Kilfoy
also scored three goals in the
first half.
"Anytime you put four goals
on the board, you should win,"
BG coach Tom Piccirillo said.

"We had some defensive breakdowns in this game and we need
to tighten up on our individual
markings for Miami."
Defensemen Cari Combs,
Leslie Hepfinger and Ashley
Enser are listed as probable for
the Miami match Friday. Enser
and Combs started against
Detroit. Hepfinger did not travel
due to her injury.
"We need Leslie to rest her
pulled muscle," Piccirillo said.
"Enser and Combs are not 100
percent but are playable."
With the score being 3-3 at
halftime, sophomore defenseman Autumn Harris struck early
in the second half with another
BG unassisted goal. However,
Detroit went on to score three
more goals in the second half

and eventually won.
"I think that we played well
and it is frustrating to lose when
we were at one time wining,"
Gleixner said. "We need people
to step it up. If people step it up
individually, then the whole
team will follow."
Junior
forward/goalie
Michelle Lisy started in goal
with freshman goalie Sarah
Gawel coming in for the second
half. Both of them gave up three
goals with Lisy making one save
and Gawel making two.
"Things are sort of breaking
down for us and I don't think
that it is just the goalies." Piccirt
illo said.
BG hosts the RedHawks Friday at Mickey Cochrane field at

1 p.m.

/<

Kaplan. Think of
us as the first
step in grad school
admissions.
Your GRE score is critical to your grad school application and
financial aid award. How you prepare can make all the difference
Come to Kaplan, the leader in GRE prep We'll help you get the
score you need to get into your top-choice grad school

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com
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The BG News
TRANSACTIONS

MONTREAL EXPOS-Fired Jim Tracy,
bench coach; Jiol Benedict minor-league pitchine coordinator and Phi] Favia, advance scout.
Named Brent Strom minor-league pitihing
coach. Named Alex Agostino Canadian supervisor, Mike Berger east coast supervisor and
Dave Dangler area scout.

romptlfd from wire sources

■NCAA I

State looks to throw
out Williams suit

PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES—Agreed to
terms with CF Doug Glanville on a three-year
contract.

CINCINNATI — The state's
lawyers will ask a court Thursday to throw out former University of Cincinnati basketball
player Charles Williams' lawsuit
against the school.
The Ohio attorney general
argues that Williams, a former
point guard for the Bearcats,
does not have the right to sue for
damages as a result of the
school's NCAA violations.
Ohio Court of Claims Judge
Fred Shoemaker is to hear arguments Thursday morning in
Columbus on the state's request
to have Williams' lawsuit dismissed.

STANDINGS
National Hockey league

o( Mobile erf the Southern League
National league

SAN DIEGO PADRES—Exercised their
1999 option on C-INF Jim Leyntz Named Mike
Basso manager, Don Alexander pitching coach,
|lm Bowie coach and Ja-m HariminRTT trainer

The BG women's rugby team
is stopping at nothing to get to
the top this fall season.
After winning their last season game, the team won first
place in the Michigan Union.
They are undefeated with a
record of 8-0 and have only
allowed twelve points to be
scored against them this season.
Because of these statistics, the
Lady Falcons have earned themselves a bid at the elite Midwest

EASTERN CONFERENCE

National Football League

Atlantic Division
Philadelphia
NY Islanders
Pittsburgh
N Y. Rangers
New Jersey

W
5
4
3
2
3

L
1
4
2
4
3

T
Pts
2
12
0
8
17
3
7
0
6

Northeast Division
Toronto
Montreal
Boston
Ottawa
Buffalo

W
5
3
3
3
2

L
2
3
4
3
3

T
Pts
1
11
17
17
0
6
2
6

Southeast Division
Washington
Tampa Bay
Florida
Carolina

W
3
3
2
2

L
T
Pts
2
2
8
4
17
13
7
2
3
7

Central Division
Detroit
Chicago
St. Louts
Nashville

W
5
4
3
2

L
2
2
3
5

T
Pts
0
10
19
17
1
5

Northwest Division
Vancouver
Edmonton
Calgary
Colorado

W
L
4
4
3
4
2
4
15

T
Pts
0
8
0
6
15
13

Pacific Division
Dallas
Los Angeles
Phoenix
Anaheim
San Jose

W
5
3
3
2
0

T
Pts
1
11
2
8
17
15
2
2

JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS—Placed TE
Rich Gnlfith on injured reserve. Signed S
Rawambi Settles.
MIAMI DOLPHJNS-Placed QB Crsig
Erickson on injured reserve.
ST LOUIS RAMS—Re-signed TE Aaron
Laing.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
PITTSBURGH PENGUINS—Recalled G
Jean-Sebastian Aubin from Kansas City of the
D4L.

tournament.
Last year, the BG Lady Ruggers joined the Michigan Union
in hopes of finding tougher competition. Having taken second
place in last year's fall season
and producing an extremely successful spring season, the
women knew first place this fall
was a reasonable goal.
"We knew after last year's two
seasons that we were going to
have a good team this fall," said
senior lock Jessica Reiniger.

SOCCER-
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Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

games, BG feels confident they
are at full strength.
"We put four shots in the net
against Detroit, which shows our
offense is getting back to what it
was," Piccirillo said. "Tracy
Gleixner had a huge game
against Detroit and she looks as
(if) she is back to normal after
getting hurt a few weeks ago."
With the biggest game of the
season coming Friday against
Miami, the Falcons look to Improve
all aspects of their play. Miami
enters the game 3-8-3 overall and
1-6-2 in the MAC. and plays Morehead State on Wednesday before
coming to BG.
"I feel that we are very ready for
the Miami game and for the playoffs." sophomore midfielder Janice

Mentrup said. The Detroit loss
was a hard one. though. I felt we
dominated the entire game, but
maybe we were out of focus
because we weren't on the home
field and haven't been for a while."
BG ended its five-game road trip
with the loss to Detroit. Miami will
be the Falcons' first home game in
more the three weeks.
"I believe that we are focused for
the playoffs." Mentrup said. 'Our
whole team will be ready to compete hard and hopefully the Miami
game will get us back on track."
With the season coming to a
close, it is crunch time for the Falcons.
"Miami Is tough, despite their
record." Piccirillo said. They will
probably get the win against Morehead and they will be ready to play
so we need to be ready also."

Ohio High shool Football Poll
DTVTSRlN I

FOOTBALL

Women's Rugby stays undefeated
The BG News

page

lo was successful in the MidContinent Conference, going 1810 last year. Dozier and the Bulls
look to continue this success in
the MAC this year.
The top teams in the MAC
this season, Kent and Toledo, are
looking to take advantage of
teams trying to learn a new system this year.
Kent is coming off of a miracle
season last year, finishing 21-0
before advancing to the NCAA
Tournament. Kent lost three key
seniors to graduation but are still
looking to be a strong force in
the MAC. The return of point
guard Dawn Zerman should

1. Ove St Ignatius (19)

WESTERN CONFERENCE

L
1
3
2
3
4

help the Golden Flashes defend
their MAC Championship.
Toledo returns all five starters
this year including Kim Knuth,
the MAC Player of the Year.
Knuth and the Rockets are looking to be one of the stronger
teams in the MAC this season.
"Winning the MAC and going
onto the NCAA Tournament are
the goals of my senior year," said
Knuth.
Central and Western Michigan, Ohio, Marshall, Ball State
and Akron are also looking to do
damage in the MAC this season.
Central Michigan is returning
six letterwinners from last year's
10-17 team. Coach Fran Voll has
a young team to work with but is

7-1

304

2. Upper Arlington (13)
SO
302
3 SBongsville(l)
HO
2»
4 Canton McKinley
6-1
218
5 Shaker Hts
8-0
186
6 On Coteraln(l)
8-0
166
7 Tol St Francis
7-1
103
8. Grove City
7-1
71
9. Warren Harding
6-2
50
10 Cahanna Lincoln
8-0
48
Others receiving 12 or more points: 11. Cin. St. Xavier 3> 12. Centerville 31 13, Fremont Ross 29 14. Logan 17 15, Massillon Jackson 13
16. Weslerville South 12
DIVISION II

1 Chardon(19)
84)
317
2 Zanesville (10)
74)
298
3 Tiffin Columbian (1)
8-0
227
4 Chulicothe (1)
7-1
160
5 New Carlisle Tecumseh (2) 8-0
160
6 Lebanon
7-1
144
7 Union town Lake
7-1
76
8. E. Liverpool (I)
7-1
70
9 Kings Mills Kings
71
66
10. Mayfield
(4)
65
Others receiving 12 or more points 11, Sylvania Southview 57 12,
Celina 55 13, Dover 32.14, Niles McKinley 28 15, Mentor Lake Calh 19.
16 (be). Cm Roger Bacon, WCH Miami Trace 18.
DIVISION in
1 Cuy Falls Walsh Jesuit (26) 84)
330
2 Cols DeSales (3)
7-1
239
3. ThomvlUe Shendan
84)
228
4 Youngs. Mooney (1)
7-1
206
5 Trenton Edgewood (1)
147
8-0
6 Beloil W Branch (2)
7-1
134
7 Minerva
7-1
125
8. Akron Hoban
7-1
102
9 Poland Seminary
7-1
90
10 Jackson
7-1
42
Others receiving 12 or more points: 11, Shelby 41. 12, Wintersville
Indian Creek 27 13, Stmthen 21 14. Hunting Valley Umv School 16 15,
Avon lake 15. 16 (Be), HiUsboro. Pomeroy Meigs 14 18. Eaton 13

optimistic about the team's
chances.
"With the proper maturity we
can make our presence felt in the
MAC this season," said Central
Michigan's coach Fran Voll.
Western Michigan, with a
good blend of returning talent
combined with a strong recruiting class, is very enthusiastic
about their season. Shelsea Erving, the Broncos' scoring leader
last year, returns for coach Ron
Stewart. Executing more effectively is a key for the Broncos.
Ohio has a young team.
Coach Marsha Reall will be relying on the return of seven sophomores to lift the team that finished 17-11 last season.

Marshall is returning five
players from last year's team,
including Defiance native Krishna Behnfeldt. Behnfeldt is looking to lead the Thundering Herd
up from last season's 8-21
record.
Second-year
coach
Juliene Simpson is excited about
this season with the addition of
seven new players to the team.
The Ball State Cardinals are
looking to improve on last year's
10-16 mark with the return of
five key seniors.
Akron returns eight letterwinners from last year's team, which
finished fifth in the MAC Eastem division.

ivvvvvvvvvvvvvv-vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

$300 CASH & PRIZES
AWARDED TO BEST COSTUM
CORPORATE / PRIVATE
TABLES AVAILABLE

SATURDAY, OCT. 31,
8PM TO 1AM
ADMISSION $5.00

Mcad©wbr©9k Hall,
4480 Heatherdewns Blvd.

'

entertainment By: VELVET 3®tfES
nlorrrjatlon Ca* CIHFest «t 419.243.S024
or vrtil us OSTth. W«b at www.cilHsst.org

Bowling Green Church Directory
Contemporary Service 8:30
Church School 9:30
Sunday Worship 10:30
™>CH
MONsrtkSsaaaMH
■*•>«•> Grsts. Okl. 4»t>
(siejlSVMJI
lAcnti* from the Courthouul

A Warm
Welcome For All!

enuil InnitysJvvcnW.org
website: hllp//wwwwcnet.ore/-tnnitv/
°
'

St. Aloysius Catholic Church

TS

&
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

9:30 am Sunday School classes for all ages
(including College and Career Clan)
10:30 am Morning Worship
6:00 pm Evening Fellowship Hour
7:00 pm Wednesday Evening Bible Study & Prayer
Anytime! Come A Talk
H749 South Winiergarden Road
Brvwllni^reeM)hio4340^^

Pastor David K Faih
(419)352-0417

JJ

St. Mark's Lutheran Church
Wek
ts

>l Summit & Clough St.
MASS SCHEDULE: SATURDAY - 5:30 PM
SUNDAY 8:00 AM. 10:00 AM. AND 12:00 NOON
HOLY DAYS: DAY BEFORE - 7:00 PM VIGIL MASS
HOLY DAY - 9:15 AM & 7:00 PM

Sunday Worship at: 8:30 and 10:00 a.m.
"Contemporary Worship with Communion" each
Saturday evening at 5:00 p.m.
Worship Services on Sunday
8:30 and 11:00 •.m.
Saturday Worship (Communion)
5:00 p.m.
Sunday School tor all ages
9:45 a.m.
315 S. College Drive
3 Blocks South ol Campus
419-353-9305
e-mail: StMarksOwcnet.org

"The Welcome Place"
\

llll
m

God Ittvttyoumd na< an answer for vour tile

^

COMMUNITY

of

CHIJSTJ

m

-^ LUTHERAN CHURCH & STUDENT CENTER

1124 E. Wooster St.
•
352-5101
Contemporary Worship Sunday 10:30 am
Join us for friendship and fellowship
Everybody Welcome

M
bt. I ho mas More
University Church
5:00 pm Saturday
10:00 am, 11:30 am, 7:00 pm Sunday
8:00 pm Tuesday in Offcnhauer Room 1104A
8:00 pm Thursday (Dunbar 3rd floor TV. room)
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CAMPUS EVENTS
"Indian Clothing Sale*
Today1 From 10am-4pm m
the Student Union Foyer!
Sponsored by UAO
Be a leaderi Be a helper) Be a friend1
Be a RESIDENT ADVISOR'"
Ira a great way to meet new people, gain pracocai skins, ft have tun in the process.
Applications will be given out at thai following Information sessions:
Sun.. Nov. 1 Harshman Community Rm
8:00pm
Mon., Nov. 2 Prout 1st floor Lounge 4.00pm
Tue . Nov. 3 Kreischer 9 o'clock d-ntng room,
9:30pm
Wed., Nov. 4 115 Educaion BKJg 8.00pm
Thur., Nov. 5 Mac Countryside Rm 9:30pm
CLUB BASEBALL TRYOUTS
NOV.7&8
NOON ©FIELDHOUSE

Food at Marks Pub
JON'S GYROS
By Far the Beat Food on Campus
Open: W TH F SA 11©0pm-2:30am

'Indian Clothing Sale*
Today I From 10am-4pm m
the Student Union Foyer)
Sponsored by UAO.
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
Nici Martin You Rock!
Thanks for all your help!
Love,
HC
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
BGSU DANCE TEAM ■ BGSU DANCE TEAM
What are you doing for parent's weekend?
Come support the Dance Team and buy a Parents Day football ticket in the Union foyer All
this week! Donations welcome.
BGSU DANCE TEAM * BGSU DANCE TEAM
BGSU DANCE TEAM ' BGSU DANCE TEAM
What are you doing for parent's weekend?
Come support the Dance Team and buy a parent's day football ticket m the Union Foyer. AI
this week! Donations welcome.
BGSU DANCE TEAM' BGSU DANCE TEAM

CRUELTY-FREE Health A Beauty aids. Candles, Crystals, Incense, Books, Music and
more' At ALTERNATIVES, 131 W Wooster m
BG' Home of the WITCHES' BALD Call
352-7333 tor mtol
DG • DG ' DG * DG * DG
Thanks to the Alpha Slgs and the Kappa Alphas for the serenade and the kissing carnations
DG ' DG * DG * DG ' DG

Get freaky with deejays!
WFAL Costume Contest from noon to one
in front of the Union this Thursday
Best costumes wtn prizes
including a personal stereo!

Friday's and Saturday's
at KAMIKAZES
80s and 90's dance

OPEN HOUSE ' WELLNESS CONNECTION
Come see the Welness Connection during our
Open house TOOAY from 3 00 p.m -5:30 pm
in room 170 Health Center. Refreshments will
be served. See you there' Questions? Call
372 WELL (9355).
SoolofAlncaEih.bii'
Come see the Soul of Africa Exhibit
at the Toledo Museum of Art on
Nov. 14th" We will be departing
from BG at 9:30am T he cost is only
$8 for students and $9 for the
community! Transportation is included!
Sign-up in the UAO office
through Nov. 10th1
WFAL'* Halloween Costume Contesl
Thursday. October 29 in front of the Union
Noon to one
Dress your best to win cool prizes
WIN A STEREO!'
Come out dressed in your best for WFAL's Halloween Costume Contest The best costume
wins a stereo and there are many other prizes
to be given away' It all happens Thursday, October 29 from i2-i in front of the Union.

SERVICES OFFERED

Learn guitar Jason Quick Freelance Musician/instructor with master's degree from
BGSU For more info, contact creative arts
program 372-8177
OPEN HOUSE ' WELLNESS CONNECTION
Come see the Wetness Connection dunng our
open house TOOAY from 3 00 p.m. 5 30pm
m room 170 Heairh Center Refreshments wiH
be served. See you there" Questions: Call
372-WELH9355).
Pregnant? Free pregnancy tests.
Confidential A caring.
3S4-4873. BG Pregnancy Center.
Typing Services offered. 353-1299

PRIME RIB

Loral manufacturer has Immediate openings
lor dependable, hard working individuals Apply between 8am-3pm. 20584 Long Judson
Rd , Wesion, OH.

We're ready to be loving parents. Eager ID
adopt a baby. Our family can give a child a lifetime of happiness, security and most importantly, love. Cal 1-800-637-7999 anytime. Diana
and Tom.
Wednesday's at KAMIKAZE "S
Karaoke with Rich Micheis
from 10-2
WITCH STORE?? Well, yes Tarot. Crystals,
Incense. Oils. Candles, Books, and other items
tor your mind and body. ALTERNATIVES. 131
W Wooster Si. 352 7333
WITCHESS BALL WITCHES*S BALL
Big costume party in the big basement of
AltematlvesCostume contests Preview ol
Alternatives coming Vegetirlan Restaurant!
Drum circle-bring rhythm instruments if ya gol
em Mini psychic readings. Did we mention
great food? Tickets ol 250 at Alternatlves-131 W. Wooster 352-7333 or 3.00 at the
doorlets you in on Oct 31st lor all this from
9pm 'til Ihewee hours!
XO XO XO XO
The sisters ol Chi Omega would like to thank
the brothers of Sigma Phi Epsiton lor me great
wedding tea on Thursday! We had a blast!
Congratulations Mike A Jaime!!

GAMMA PHI BETA
Sister ol the Week:
Stacey Smtth
IT'S HERE
ITS HERE
ITS HERE
The 1998 Key Yearbook is here.
If you pre-ordered a book or would like t> purchase one now. come to 28 West Hall (basement). Office hours are 1-4 M-Th or caU
372-8066.
JAMES CARRIE IS NOT W THE CAROSONL ANYMORE FOR HAIR APPTS. CALL
353-6377 OR 308-0437. WILL BE OPENING
OWN BUSINESS SHORTLY.

2 subleasers needed for spring semester. 2
bdmv, 1 1/2 bath turn, apt $520/mo Contact
Greg or Ken at 353-2355.
Couple w/ 40lb. dog seeking an apt or house
w/ yard. Can afford $50XVmonth or less Call
Karyn <x Justin @ 353-5266.
Female needed tor 2 bdrm. house. $200/mo
Call 353-4107.
Looking lor female roomate. Spacious 2 bdrm
apt Close to campus Please call 354 4435.
SUBLEASER NEEDEDSprmg semester for
spacious 1 bedroom apt. S340/mo. plus utilities. Call 353-6389

HELP WANTED

Spnng Break '99-Sell trips, earn cash, & go
tree"1 Student Travel Services is now hiring
campus repvo/oup organizers Lowest rates
to Jamaica, Mexico. A Florida. Call
1 BOO 6484849.

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
For into call 203-319-2802
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income
to assemble products at home.
Info 1-5-4-646-1700 DEPT OH€255

Uptown has changed New music format. New
tow pnees. Thurs. Fit. Sat. $25 draft. $1
mued dnnks. Si 50 pitchers & $1 00 Natty Bottles No cover ol age After 11 00, $1.00 under

IMMEDIATE NEED FOR EXPERIENCED
PAINTER PART-TIME TEMPORARY. Exterior & interior Contact Tom at Veda Home
Corrpany 354-5020
Local Goodwill store looking to hire FT and PT
Head Cashier with prior cashier experience
and supervisory experience preferred: FT
Household Sorter, and PT person to do light
duly janitorial and loading/unloading trucks.
Competitive wages, thorough training and
benefits available Stop in today and see Lisa
at 1058 N Mam St. Bowling Green. OH EOE

Weil educated, experienced part or full time
baby-sitier wanted in our P'burg home (a
non-smoking environment) for 2 preschool age
children. Must have reliable ►ansportation and
excellent references 874-0605.

FOR SALE

Support Our
Advertisers

NEWM:» mm NEW

Tell them you saw their
ads In the News!

Call 353-51)00

FRESH SEAFOOD

I4CJ

COMMUNITY."
Phont/Fax: (419) 837 5259
E-Mail CSCarpentt^OLCom
ywhr
Mkr,

Wl»»«BP*f«m~»0H<I«l

Subleaser needed (or Spnng '99
Call Nikki al 330 449 5482
SUBLEASERS WANTED! 724 6th Take over
whole lease al JSOO/mo til May. Call
352 5099

Ibanez 7 stnng electnc guitar. Mint condition
$1200 or best offer with case. Call Chad
®373-0242.

Wanted: Grad Student to sublease nice, onebedroom apt. 1350/month Call 352-5643 or
353-3295

Nutritional Supptaments
Brand names, best prices
Omega Nutrition Supply
{419)868-9184

WE PROUDLY
SUPPORT

Yamaha keyboard, nearly new, MIDI compatible w/accesones A software $575 353-3437.

FOR RENT
■'99-00 S.Y ♦ 2nd sem Lease 99
Houses and Apts.
Listing Avail. 316 E. Merry 03
Can mail listings
Please cal 353-0325.
i fm sbl. needed for beautiful 3 bdm. home on
E. Wooster. Immediately or spring sem
353 9271 SiephH.

United Way

2 BDRM furn apt. close to campus
Includes utilities, grad students
welcome 353-5074.

Help Wanted

2 bdrm furnished apts.
352 7454
2 bedroom apt for rent. Stan Jan. 1st. '99.
Rent negotiable 352 6627.
2-3 subleasers for spring semester
Call 352 8136

V* STEaUMWB

*

Mi

Who!
Who!

liwfafl*

Call:

Who's going to
have the best
costumes this
Halloween?

111-7127
or apply in person at:
5630
Airport Highway
Toledo
CAU THE REST THEN CAU THE BEST!

IS* USA SPRING BREAK

•taho*
U

BGSU

CANCUN
JAMAICA FLORIDA
cm FM MMBT mei CMUNTCB
JOirt US FOR Till Mil i» si
PARTIES ON TMt I'LAItll

EAT & DRINK FOB FREE!"
AIL IMPS WCuXt:
POONDWAO'
7NG"tSHOtH
ROUNOIWRAftSFenS*
HOlftUXFS
S-A« ASSIS'ANC!
USA BMIY PACKAGE
-CaflooaanpxiaeMaw
■■cafc'OMaa

1-888-SI'KirNC-IJKIAK
wwu.us,is|nini|l)i.,ill.( oin

• Columbia Court Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments*
• Mercer Manor Apartments
• Hdge Manor Apartment8
• Campbell Hill Apartments
• Rus Many Other Locations

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

HE Management still has
apartments available

HAIR NAILS TANNING

352-6459
••••••••••

*p

[ Kwp your Summer an ill year |
10 Visits-$30.00
18 Visits-only $40.00
25 Visits - only $50.00

Subloaser needed Haven House Apartments.
Close 1ocampus.CaHJeremy352-1476i

• Frazee Ave. Apartments

Vorth Main Bowling Green

to live// WF"

YOU AND

I*ce 3 bdrm house Now or spring semester
Please call 353 43 70
.

• 808 & 818 N. Enterprise
• New Frazee (451 & 4 24) Ave. Apartments

Don't go bam
looking for a L

WORKTNO >©T«

IWF subleaser needed. Own room w' washe*
and dryer units. Availabe immed. or Spr semester. $186/mo. . util. Call Carrie @
352 4136.
.

Fall 1999 Lists Now Available

__

c^i'Si.

Grad. studeni 1 bedroom apt. *27S/mo. • u'1
close to Univ. 352-2287.

FALL 1999 Leasing
Starts Mon. Nov 2

if

Management Inc.

,-r«« COMMITTED TO

Female subleaser needed spring semester
Own room 353 5190

t mo. old.

Futon frame and denim cushion
$200 Cal Beth g3S2-8716.

£S

For complete litfingHleaw. «iamnf Jaa.
1999 or Sprtni/FalK 1999-2000) stop by our
office at 1045 N Main St or call JS3-M0G
www.wcnel.org/-mecca

AAAA*! Spnng Break Travel was 1 of 6 small
businesses m the US recognized by the Council of Better Business Bureaus for outstanding
ethics in Hie marketplace' springbreaktravel.com 1-80Q-678-6386.

353-2526
Free Towing if we
do the job!

( ill 3SJ-5M0

.152 2595

AAAA-i Early Specials' Cancun ft Jamaica' 7
nights Air A hotel From $399' Includes Free
food, Drinks, Parties' springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6388.

10% Discount
w/Student ID
• Oil Change $19.99*
"most vehicles
• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work
• Brakes
13040 Bishop Rd
BSB
Bowling Green. OH

/dEfcCA

16.1 South Main Street Bowling Green

AAAA*i Early Spring Break Specials! Baha
mas Party Crmsel 6 Days $2791 Indudes Most
Meals I Awesome Beaches, Nightlife I Departs
from Florida) springbreaktravel com
1 B00 678 6386.

B&B

Management Inc.

Management Inc.

AAAA+I Early Specials' Panama City1 Room
with kitchen $1291 Includes 7 Free Parties!
Daytona $149 New Hotspol-Sourh Beach
$1291 Cocoa Beach $149! springbreak
travel com 1-800-678-6386

Truck and Auto Repair

215 E. Poe Rd-IMrm(F.vfifr*«n Apu.). ver>
ipacxHis, laundry on sue reni nans at
MOmo -elec Anil. Jaa. Jlh. I*W

215 E. Poc Rd.-Si«dio*(Evfrgrm Apis.),
I sundry on sit*, utili included in (he rent-A.ail
Jaa 5r» 1999 Rent flam it 230 mo

Player

10" 250 watltoor sjfiwoolor $200 OBO
2 3 way stereo speakers $150 060
Call 353-2168 lor details

CM J5J-M00

See what's new
in the news!!
SEAFOOD

VarailyBooks.com
seeks student managers to direct on campus
operaiions lor rapidly growing e-commerce
business. This paid part-time position m ideal
for innovative, highly motivated, exceptionally
bright go-getters who want to prove experience
isn't everything. Call 202 256-6048 lor more
info.

/CfEfcCA

llillidilr Apn.- I Iki Mm. Aill. Jaa. Slk. IW
1082 Furview-unKjt* Hoc designs, carpons
R«nH 3SO-900'mo*utili

CD

IMH 1 I.J.

Telephone interviewing part time No selling.
Some days, mostly eves and wknds. In Per
rysburg. Flexible scheduling. Relaxed atmosphere. Starting $5 50 minimum 419874-5842

IMMEDIATE NEEO FOR EXPERIENCED
BABY SITTER weekends, Fait quarter only.
Call Debbie at 354-5020

Management Inc.

87 Olds Calais w AM/FM
Si .500/060 CaU 353 7226.

217 South Collage- 1 5 blocks Irom Haona
Hail. 3 BR Houae. lanmia pay al uBI. sec
dap.. $525/mo. Available immediately.
For more information or to algn a leaaa.
contact Arbor Enlerprleee at 354-28M
Locally owned and managed.

i800.SURFS.UP
wwwstudeniexpress com

PI PHI' PI PHI * PI PHI
Congratulations to
sisters of the week.
Amy Guide and Ann Hall
Way to go ladiesl
PI PHI' PI PHI * PI PHI

Tuesdays at KAMIKAZE'S
swing coming .

1988 Ford Bronco II XLT. 69.000 mi, auto.
power windows and doors. CO player 4-wheel
drive $3200. Call 352-8S9S

SPRING BREAK-PLAN NOVVi
Cancun. Jamaica. Mazatlan.
A S Padre Free Meals & Free
Parses. Campus sales reps
wanted Earn free trips -cash

BLAKELY CARE CENTER has a part-time relief cook positon available i-7*30pm shift, and
a part-time dietary aide position open
4-7 30pm shift Must be willing to rotate weekends. Hourly attendance bonus. 90 day wage
increase, and annual wage increase offered
Please apply m person Bam-2pm. Blake 1y Care
Center. 600 Sterling Dr . North Baltimore. OH
45872.

Thursdays at KAMIKAZE S
Dimers from 7-9 pm
Dollar pitchers al night long

Part-time Student Employment
Are you looking for part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc ?
Rate of pay is J5 15 per hour Apply in person
between the hours of 9:00am and 5:00pm
(Mon.-Fri.) at Advanced Specialty Products,
Inc 428 Clough St BG OH 43402

SPRING BREAK 99!
Cancun * Nassau * Jamaica * Mazatlan '
Acspulco ' Bahamas Cruise ' Florida *
South Padre Travel Free and make lots of
Cash!
Top rape are offered tuiHIma staff fobs.
Lowest price Guaranteed. Call now for datails ! www classlraval.com B0Q/B3B-6411

FREE CD HOLDERS. T-SHIRTS
PREPAID PHONE CARDS
EARN $1000 PART TIME
ON CAMPUS JUST CALL
1 -800-932-0528X64

PSYCHIC Readings 8 Astrology Also poods
tor Health-Conscious, Pagan. Wiccan A other
Alternative living ALTERNATIVES. 131 W.
Wooster Si here in BG 3527333

ORDER
ENTRY
Seasonal
$6.75-$7.25
Hickory Farms is now hiring full and part-time
seasonal Order Entry personnel to input orders
into our order processing system Positions are
open now through December on day. evening
and third shift, during the week and on weekends. $.75 per hour shift differential on third
shaft. Must have basic computer and typing
skills. Positions are also open for customer
service and clerical personnel. Attendance incentives, generous employee discount, and
professional supervision. Apply in person at
our corporate offices Mon-Fri from
9 00am-7:00pm SATURDAYS 10.00am to
2.00pm. Hickory Farms. 1505 Hoiand Rd..
Maumee, OH 43537 EOE.

RETAIL--Management positions available at
local Goodwill store. Retail experience with supervisory experience a must. We offer competitive wages and benefit op tons Must be able to
work flexible Inurs, including n*ghts. weekends, and holidays. Send resume to Goodwill
Industries of Northwest Ohio, Inc. P.O. Box
336, Toledo, OH. 43697, ATTN: Rebecca Hilton EOE

OPEN HOUSE "WELLNESS CONNECTION
Come see the WeHness Connection during our
open house TODAY from 3:00 p.m. -5:30 pm
in room 170 Health Center Refreshments will
be served See you there' Questions? CaU
372-WELL (9355).

PI Phi GAMMA Alpha SJg
Congratulations to Pi Beta Phi and Alpha Sigma Phi on winning the GAMMA Alcohol
Awareness week Banner Contestl
PI Phi GAMMA Alpha Sig

MAKE EASY MONEYI GO ON SPRING
BREAK FOR FREE! USA Spring Break offer*
Cancun. Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida packages and is currently accepting applications for
campus sales representatives. Call
1B88-SPRING-BREAK.

Pt wne computer consultant needed. General
working knowledge of miroo computers, network experience helpful. Respond to PO Box
182. BG OH 43402.

WANTED
Campus World Travel. Spnng Break Travel.
Panama City $l99/week. Cancun $349/a>r
included. Jamaica $459/air included. Call
352-7889

Come see why deejays aren't allowed on television. VVFAL's Halloween Costume Contest
from noon to one this Thursday, Oct. 29, in
front of the Union. You can win a stereo for
looking freaky' WFAL 680am Cable 20. Muse
Evolution.
____^

ITS HERE
ITS HERE
IT'S HERE
The 1998 Key Yearbook is here
If you pre-ordered a book or would like to purchase one now, come to 28 West Hall (basement) Office hours are 1-4 M-Th or call
372^086.

USMC OFFICER PROGRAMS
College Students-All Majors
Summer internship at Officer Candidate
School-NO school year requirements
Now accepting applications
Call 1-800 892-7318.

Thursday, October 29, 1998

&*$?

Campos Manor
313 N. Main

GREENBRIAR, INC.

*A
*

113 Railroad St (next to Kioto's)
3S2-9302
Mon-Fri'8-5 Sat 8-12

Located at corner of
Ridge & Thurstin

<
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Mondov - r,\Am, Q « « <
"""US* { ^ . ? £j
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"The 6est design learn in BG"

224 E. Wooster
Bowling Gr^n, OH 43402
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Come in today to pick
up your Fall Listings
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OPINION

DEADBEAT DADS BEWARE

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
BREAK OUT YOUR PLANNER

OCTOBER 29, 1998

EDITORIAL: It's time for unity
By LYNNETTE BERKEY
OBSIDIAN COEDfTOR

Take a look at our "Word on the Yard" question for this
month. It's about unity. Unity has a very ambiguous meaning and
any act that you think promotes unity probably does in some way.
Unity could be the connection between family members, lovers,
friends, competitors and various other croups to which we belong.
Unity also has a dynamic of understanding and wanting to
leam about others who we do not know. It is always difficult to get
beyond that awkward stage of getting to know someone. The most
universal feeling is when we are trying to learn more about a person with whom we want to be intimate.
Whether it is the perfect girl with all the curves and the
brains or the boy with the perfect form and sensitivity we will find
that some people will turn our heads. Those are the people who we
usually want to get to know. These are the fun feelings that make us
nauseous but gives us a high that last longer than anything synthetic.
There are also those other feelings that people have when
they feel they are in danger of other people. Sometimes people do
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not want to learn about a person different from them. This, I hope,
is a less common feeling tnan the high we feel when we are attracted to another person.
These feelings of distrust and hatred erupt sometimes into
horrible consequences. The most notable recent consequence is the
death of Matthew Shepard in Laramie, Wyoming. There are other
examples that are more local but are not usually spoken about.
These include profanities shouted at any person who is viewed
through a opaque glass. This clouded effect is caused by stereotypes
of homosexuals, blacks, Latinos, Asians, whites etc., that are not
based on first hand experience but are perpetuated through the
media and by our peers.
I think Yuka Anzai, a theater graduate student, said it the
best, "Come to a class five minutes before it starts and talk with
your friends with a cup of coffee." Sometimes something as simple
as this can just make our day more joyful and can really promote
our awareness about other people.

ISA Shines a Light on Diveristy

3

LSU's "Family" Values

4

Black, Lesbian Comedian Delivers
Provoking Punchlines

5

Campus Singles & Campus Couple

6

Word on the Yard: "How can we promote

f

COVER STORY:

Unity amongst us all?"
DJ Kausion Talks Tracks
Opinion: "Dear Sidney Ribeau..." and
North Star's Poetry
Calendar of Events

8
0

12

The Obsidian is a multicultural student publication that publishes once a month. The purpose of The Obsidian is to educate the campus community
about issues of diversity and encourage dialogue about social issues. We invite all interested in joining our organization to become in^h/ed. If you
have any questions, comments or concerns, please call our office at 372-2440. Views expressed by opinion columnists are not necessarily those of the
publication staff as a whole. Please send letters to the editor by campus mail to The Obsidian, 202 West Hall.
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DIWALI
ISA LIGHTS UP BOWLING GREEN

■y WENDY SUTO

Diwali, the Festival of Lights,
gave the Bowling Green community the
opportunity to experience Indian culture
first-hand on Oct. 24.
According to Bowling Green residents Siva Sakthivel and Indrakshi
Valavala, a graduate student in computer
science and the president of the India
Student Association (ISA), Diwali is celebrated in both Northern and Southern
India. Although the stories of how Diwali
came to be celebrated are different, everybody agrees they celebrate the festival for
the same reason—the death of evil and
the rebirth of good.

1 I
Suma Kolla, age 5

V*

Diwali is celebrated in Northern
India because the people believe that
according to an ancient story, Rama, one
of the incarnations of Vishnu, spent fourteen years in the jungle. When Rama
returned the citizens of his kingdom celebrated his return and he became king In
Southern India, the story goes there was
once a big demon who represented evil.
According to the mythology, Vishnu
fought and destroyed the demon.
Valavala said Diwali means a
row of lights and is celebrated every year
around late October or early November.
She said this event increases diversity
and that ISA wanted to give people an
exposure to Indian culture.
"Diwali has been celebrated in
Bowling Green over the past five or six
years," Valavala said. "There are people
from all different countries attending this
festival tonight, like China, Pakistan and
Napal."
Lorna Gonsalves-Pinto, associate
provost for diversity initiatives, said that

she has lived in
Bowling Green for
21 years. Whenever
she gets the opportunity to experience
something from her
own country, she
umps at the chance.
"For me, it is a
chance to pretend
I'm home, at least
for
a
while,"
Gonsalves-Pinto
said. "It's also a
•*(T chance to dress up
- and meet friends."
rg-'S
She likes that
t**a&
*flK over the years more
Offerings to Rama. and more people
other than those of Indian heritage are
showing up and participating in Diwali.
"It used to be a gathering just for
Indians, but now it's for everyone,"
Gonsalves-Pinto said. "I think what is
happening is that in Bowling Green is
that we are having lots of people come
from different cultures, so people are
being introduced to those cultures. It
doesn't seem so foreign to them anymore."
She also feels that people may be
realizing that they live in a global market
place and that the boundaries are finally
shrinking. It is not just curiosity that is
drawing people to participate in these
events, she said, it is a part of life.
Brenden Okeefe, a senior environmental policy major, said he found out
about Diwali when he saw them selling
tickets. After talking to them awhile, he
knew he wanted to check out the event to
experience a different culture.
Keith Myers, a resident of
Bowling Green, had never been to Diwali

before, but he is glad he went because he
enjoyed the customs and the costumes.
He said he enjoyed how flavorful the
food was.
The evening began with a prayer,
or puja. Then everyone lined up to taste
the authentic Indian cuisine. For instance,
there was samosa (potato-filled pastries),
palak paneer (spinach and cehhse), tandori chicken in an Indian barbecue sauce,
dal makhani (lentils in creamy sauce),
and aloo, gobi, and mirch (potatoes, cauliflower, and bell peppers).
The last hour of Diwali consisted
of a variety of entertainment. Children
performed a tribal dance and the "Dance
of the Desert." People sang Hindi songs
and a fashion show presented brilliant
costumes.

Woman preforming "Dance of the
Desert."

ooooooooooooooooooo
Advertise in
the
OBSIDIAN!

BYOaRWOMATEGETTW&OHYOORMBiVES?

Call 2-2440 or
e-mail bsturtz@
bgnet.bgsu.edu
for details!

The National Panhellenic Council can help you get back at
these offenders and donate to the Make a Wish Foundation at
the same time. The National Pandellemc Council will be In the
Union Foyer Nov 10,12, and 13 from 12pm untill 4pm. For just
$.50 you can sign someone up to be arrested The offender will
be arrested on November 14th and taken to the Amani where
they will have to raise $5 bail to be released. Food and entertainment will be provided.

* Would you like ♦"^J
I© IRC:w|BW-L.
fepfr <;«r;„„
Spring ©
©Break in New.York OhiI fo^ lorn abot
about©
O poverty and racism Tlrst hand and ©
o earn 5 hours of academic credit? ©
o
©
for more information, contact
o
©
Bill Thompson at 352-7334.
o
o

ooooooooooooooooooo
Anti-Racist Action benefit show featuring
R & B, Jazz, ska and punk
November 21, 7 pm
Country Side-Cow room
for more information please
contact Katie at louisaObgnet.bgsu.edur/
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COVER STORY

STRENGTH
IN
NUMBERS
LATINO STUDENT UNION HAD A STELLAR MONTH,..AGAIN
This year marked the 25th anniversary of the Latino Student Union. The organization has gone from a social group with a few members in 1973, to a
activist group with a dozen members in 1980 and blossomed into the eighty-member group that serves as one of today's leading campus programming
bodies. Obsidian co-editor Tim Marshall reports.

Imagine what October
of 1973 was like here at BGSU.
Tree leaves slowly began to fall
on the commons of the campus
as students pulled all-nighters
preparing for mid-term exams.
Then, picture October
of 1988. The leaves were
falling, the students were
studying. While all of this happened, a backbeat of culture
played quietly in the background.
Now, fast forward to
October 1998, the last stop on
this jaunt through time. The
trees on campus shook and
shed leaves of brown and red
while students devoured
Union pizzas and guzzled
Mountain Dew to stay awake
for overnight cram sessions.
Only, while this was going on,
a loud, rhythmic jam beat in
time to a host of cultural events
that entertained and educated
the University.
The Latino Student
Union organized these events
for Hispanic Heritage Month
1998, one of the most successful
celebrations ever.
The month began with
the annual kick-off luncheon
where Bowling Green mayor
Wesley Hoffman and vice
President for Student Affairs
Edward Whipple proclaimed
October as Hispanic Heritage
Month.
After the luncheon,
Hispanic Heritage Month was
in full swing with major personalities in the Latino community making appearances at the
University These included
Sandra Cisneros (The House on
Mango Street), Guillermo
Gomez-Pena
(El
Mexterminator) and famed
Nuyorican poet Pedro Pietri.
The University also
hosted
the
prestigious
MacArthur Fellows, eight of
the most influential I .ilmn and
Latina leaders. The internationally known Chilean jazz
band, Congreso, made Bowling
Green a venue this month.
And Latinopalooza, last year's
Student Activities Outstanding
Event, brought Latino music,
food, dance and style to the
over 600 people who attended.
Weekly Latino Nights
at College Station, films and art
shows rounded out the
month's festivities.
Even though LSU
coordinated some of these
events with other campus
offices, this amount of programming is, by all standards,
impressive
LSU has other
events planned for the rest of
the semester and is working on

a series of social and academic
programs for the spring, as
well as activities for next year.
One would say that
LSU is one group that is definitely on the ball. To what do
group members attribute this
success?
"It's because we're a
family," said president Gabiel
Marquez. "We want to see
each other succeed in all we do,
so we help each other out as
much as possible. This is what
keeps our members coming."
And, with almost
eighty members, it is definitely
those extra bodies that have
helped drive the group.
"We owe a lot to our
members;
without
them
Hispanic Heritage Month
would not have come out as
well as it did and LSU would
not be the same," said
Marquez.
With a sense of family
helping the group stay strong,
new members join throughout
the semester. What attracts
them to LSU?
"I joined the organization in order to meet new peof'le that I could relate to," said
reshman
LSU
member
DeeAnn Quinones. "I have met
so many new people and to me
LSU is like a family, I feel close
with everyone."
Having "people to
relate to" may be the main
cause of the flourishing LSU
membership.
"Latinos
and
Hispanics can find themselves
in a strange position, since
Latinos are an ethnic group,"
said Marquez. "It can be hard
to fit in with whites or blacks
sometimes, so we offer a place
for people to go where they
know they can be understood."
Another reason some
students have hooked up with
LSU is to leam more about the
diversity within the Latino
community.
"I got involved to
become more aware of the different cultures Latinos and
Hispanics are made of. I am
Puerto Kii-.ii! but I know that
Puerto Ricans are not the only
Hispanics out there. By joining
LSU I am aware of many others
such as Columbia, Spain,
Equador—and let's not forget
Mexico," said sophomore IPC
major Jessica Hernandez.
Although the majority
of LSU's members have a
Latino or Hispanic background, several have joined
because of an interest in Latin
American culture or Spanish.
Freshman sports management

The 1998-99 membership of the Latino Student Union is the largest the organization has seen
major Mark Brunner joined bers," said treasurer Jason want others to feel the same.
because he has traveled to Brewer, a junior in the biology
The four intend to do
South America and loves the department.
"I joined my this with member-oriented
freshman year and my life programs that will help build
Latino culture.
"The group is unbe- would not be the same without community.
lievable with all the things it the group. I want LSU to be as
After such a spectacu
does," Brunner said. "Ever fulfilling for the new people lar month, is the cabinet and
since I have been in it, I have that have joined as it was for members of the organization
ready for a break?
participated in experiences that me."
Marcos Popovich, vice
remind me of my wonderful
"No," says Marquez
times in Colombia."
president and sophomore eth- "There are several things wel
nic studies major, agrees with want to do this year, like build
Brewer that it should be LSU's bridges to other college's
number one priority to make Latino groups and enhance
students feel connected. "1 real- LSU's presence on this campus
"I really don't
ly don't feel that I ever joined We are always moving for-l
LSU," he said. "I feel like I ward—we want to do this foi
feel that I ever
have always been part of it. I another 25 years."

joined LSU. I feel
like I have
always been
part of it."

—Marcos Popovich
Brunner said he has
been welcomed by the group—
his extended family—and
thinks it's surprising that many
don't realize membership to
LSU is open to everyone.
*l think it is great that
the organization offers events
and programs to the whole
university so that everyone can
enjoy this culture," he said.
The sense of family,
understanding and cultural
awareness are also what drove
LSU's current executive officers to join years ago and are
what keeps them going strong
today. They work to ensure
good meetings and great
events for LSU members and
the University community as
well.
"I want to make sure
we have a lot to offer our mem-
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Comedian helps audience learn through laughter
► Karen Williams performed for Vision's Comina Out Week
W

By WENDY SUTO

11 does no* make any
difference fo me that she is
black or controversial or even
that she is a lesbian. I still
believe she is one of the best
comedians 1 have ever seen.
Everyone is always
asking her how she can deal
with the triple oppression,
being a black woman and a lesbian. As far as she is concerned
though, it isn't like that She
looks at it as challenges and
strongly believes everybody
has a difficult time in life no
matter who they are.
Vision brought Karen
Williams to the University on
Oct. 14. She is one of the
longest performing feminist.
black, lesbian comedians, making people laugh for about fifteen years. Some interesting
tidbit! about her history is that
she does workshops on the
healing power of humor and is
the
founder
of
the
International Institute of
Humor and Healing Arts
(HaHA).
To those who come
across as prejudice toward
people of any race, age, sex or
orientation, Williams tells
them, "to just open up their
hearts and their minds a little
more and do a little self-reflection. Self-reflection allows one
to expand one's inner life and
through that expansion, you
can let in other things."
She first came out in
the 1970s, although at first she
did not see any reason to talk
to people about what it is like
being gay. She wanted it to be
a very private thing. In her
words, "After being black all
my life, being gay was like
dessert."
She looked out into the
audience, asking where all the

everyone should come out, not
just gay people. Come out for
equality, for peace, in the name
of love.
"Part of the reason
straight people are so upset is
that they want to come out.
They want their chance to have
a pride parade," Williams said.
"What if you're straight and
you're proud? What if you're

"After being black
all my life, being
gay was like
dessert."
—Karen Williams

Karen Williams
straight people were. She told recruit people by having this
them that just by being there, comedian speak to them. Just
they were demonstrating that like everybody else, they were
they were allies to homosexu- out to enjoy themselves and
als.
have a good laugh.
For the first time in my
Her performance did
life, 1 was in the minority for a not always contain chuckles.
few hours, and you know She made many interesting
something, I did not care at all. remarks about the way in
I did not care that I was one of which people act in the
the few heterosexuals at the American society.
For
performance; I was there to instance, she hopes that as we
laugh and whether or not the move into the year 2000, peoperson sitting next to me was ple do not bring with them all
straight or gay did not matter the "-isms," such as racism and
to me. To quote Williams, "If sexism. She wants everybody
you're gay, great. If you're to go into the new millennium
straight, great."
as human beings and nothing
Williams and Vision more than that.
members were not out to
Williams
believes

WHAT THE FOLK?!

CHINESE CLUB
The purpose of Chinese Club is to raise
awareness and understanding of Chinese
culture. Opportunities for growth are presented at each club meeting. Among the
possible events this fall are calligraphy,
Chinese games, a movie night, a speaker,
and a ping pong tournament. Everyone is
welcome to join in on the fun and festivities.
Meetings: Every other Wednesday at 7 p.m.
Hanna Hall 104
Contact: Paul Elling
pelling@bgnet.bgsu.edu

white and you're proud?"
Williams mentioned
how relationships are tough
nowadays, and that we all
need to first make peace and
love with the critic within
before we can enter into a loving relationship.
Williams became a
comedian because she realized
that one of people's biggest
fears is speaking in front of
other people.
"On a personal level, it
was really an opportunity for
me to push through an amount
of fear," Williams said. "As a
way to blast my way through, I
thought that instead of speaking to them, I would make
them laugh."
She does not believe
she is controversial, but many
people feel differently.
"I don't think I am
(controversial), but I'm told
that I am irreverent. I think I
am just conscientious and

aware, enjoying my path and
my explorations," Williams
said. "I learn a lot from other
people. I have a perspective
and I put it out there."
Although
Jennifer
Wisneski, a sophomore special
education major, had seen
Williams before, she believed
Williams was still a great performer.
"What I like most
about her is her beliefs in that
no matter what your race, sex,
religion or sexual orientation,
we are all just humans and we
should just live equally,"
Wisneski said.
Lisa Herod, assistant
director of Student Activities,
really enjoyed the show for its
professionalism and humor.
"I had the best time listening to a comic who is a
female and an AfricanAmerican, and also happens to
be a lesbian," Herod said.
"What a way to deliver a message about current issues, especially coming out."
From my experience
listening to Williams, 1 have
learned that not everybody
will be as open-minded and
non-critical as I am. Even
though she made jokes about
white people and straight people, I thought what she was
saying was not only humorous, but true as well.
If you would like to
hear about Williams and the
"Buns of Steel," sorry, but you
will have to buy her CD
"Human Beings: What \
Concept." Anybody interested
in purchasing the CD or booking her for a performance
should write to High End
Booking, P.O. Box 32147,
Cleveland, Ohio, 44132 or you
can call (216)-289-7079.

If your
organization has
yet to be profiled
in the pages of
The Obsidian,
call 372-2440 to
set up an
interview todayl

Rising
folk
music star Diartna
Jones, of Massachusetts, performed at the
Renaissance Art and
Frame Gallery Oct. 8th.
Jones is known for
songs that celebrate
women and their culture. Her appearance
was sponsored by
Womyn for Womyn,
Vision and University
Activities Organization.

Dianna Jones
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PEOPLE
CAMPUS SINGLES RJ. and Idara on the prowl
By LAHNA BRONSTON

No jacked up teeth'

Name: R.J. Lewis
Major Undecided
Age: 19
Yean Sophomore
Represents: Toledo, OH
Coals: To be a successful person.
Interests/Hobbies: Basketball, chillin' with friends, and swimming.
What he likes in a woman: A down-to-earth girl that likes to have fun,
not a "stays in the house" type of female.
What physical qualities he prefers: A nice smile. "I like all kinds
of girls. I'm not that picky. However, no jacked-up teem."
What he likes to do on a date: Go out to eat and watch a movie.
What his best physical quality is: Nice smile.
What his best non-physical qualify is: "I can get along with any
body."
What he would like to be able to do: To be able to sing.
If you think you might like to get to know RJ., his e-mail address is
ralphebgnetbgsu.edu.

"Normal weight for
his height"

Name: Idara Nwa
Major Telecommunications
Age: 21
Yean Senior
Represents: Canton, OH
Goals: To go to graduate school for mass communication and marketing.
Interests/Hobbies: Working at the TV station, reading magazines, talking
on the phone, watching television, and drawing.
What she likes in a man: A sense of humor, confidence, trustworthiness,
intelligence, and he has to like to do things.
What physical qualities she prefers: His eyes. "I also like a guy that is a
normal weight for his height."
What she likes to do on a date: Going to a movie and a restaurant "I also
like to pla> video games like Nintendo and go out to Putt-Putt Golf."
What her best qualify is: Nice smile
What her best non-physical qualify is: A good sense of humor
What she has always wanted to do: "I would love to travel to different
countries."
If interested in contacting Idara, contact her at idaraebgnetbgsu-edu.

CAMPUS COUPLE
This month we spotlight Kinta Mitchell and
Tiffany Terrell. Kinta and
Tiffany are seniors and are
both from Canton, Ohio. Kinta
is a physical education major
and Tiffany is an IPC major.
Kinta and Tiffany have
known each other since they
were 8 years old. They played
on the same baseball team.
However their romance did
not begin until they reached
Apparently she told a
the ninth grade.
friend who told Kinta that
"I was tryin' to get Tiffany liked him. When they
on," Tiffany said.
finally got together, they really

didn't know what to say to Bowling Green. She says that
"I like all of her qualieach other because they were Ohio State offered her a schol- ties," Kinta said.
both too shy.
arship and so did Bowling
He said that he likes to
Now fast forward Green. When Kinta decided to chill, kick it and go out with
from high school to college, go to Bowling Green, she Tiffany. Tiffany loves to go on
they are still together and decided on Bowling Green too walks with Kinta.
going strong. They have taken because she knew she would
They both say that it is
a big step this year by deciding do better academically at not really hard to be a couple
to live together.
Bowling Green, even though on mis campus. You basically
"Everybody
thinks Ohio State offered her more have to ignore other people,
that I followed Kinta to money. She confirms that especially friends who do not
Bowling Green," Tiffany said.
Kinta was a factor in her deci- have anybody.
"She followed me," sion, but he was not the main
"I believe that as long
Kinta confirmed.
factor.
ya'U (you and the person you
Tiffany says that actuThe fact that he always are with) are cooL it doesn't
ally Kinta was making the makes her laugh is what matter what people do or
choice between Ohio State and Tiffany loves about Kinta.
think," Kinta said.

Any advice for other couples in Bowling Green? Tiffany says,
"Trust each other and don't pay attention to what others may say."
INTERESTED IN APPEARING ON THIS PAGE? E-mail lanitra@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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WORD ON THE YARD
//

How can we promote unify amongst us all? //
Photo* and interview* by Lahna Bronston
Question suggested by Keith Cook

Extra-curricular activities are always a good way to meet
other people. For example, by doing sports or going to
special events you can meet people from all nations and
majors.

Stay open minded; treat others as I want to be treated.
Charissa McMillon
Freshman
tarty Childhood Education

Christopher Wetzstein
Graduate Student
Business Administrate

Organize sport competitions with teams composed of people from different backgrounds to build a kind of "team
spirit."
AlanTrimaud
Gradual* Student
Business AdmMstration

I like the discussion seminars put on by many of the international students. However, I Hank they should also
mchide other ethnic groups from the States. Likewise,
meetings that promote racial harmony should consider
students from abroad.

ESI Instructor

/ would encourage my friends and peers to attend some of
the numerous events taking place around campus. These
events should and can open the eyes and minds of people.
Thomas A. Hirsch Jr.
Senior
Telecommunications

Come to a class five minutes before it starts and talk with
your friends with a cup of coffee.

Be open and learn from other cultures. Also, have pride in
your culture!

Yutca Anzai
vroduot* student

Michael Scott
Junior
Secondary Education

Get more involved with campus organizations.

/ am respectful to other cultures and diversity.
Snfsoioa Ajrrwmo
Junior

MIS
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MUSIC REVIEW
KAUSION'S KRIB
By ANTHONY McCMMMON

Tele
Now or Never

rffSfc

song that should not have
made the cut and the skits are
pointless. Overall this album is
making noise and it's worth a
listen.

Sporty Thievi
Street Cinema

. Sow <'/•". Imo"

After being "Tired of Ballin,"
Tela jumped ship from Suave
House to Rap-A-Lot to release
his second LP, "Now or
Never." Everything that is
expected from Tela is on this
album: the production is tight,
blending in beats for the radio
and not forgetting about the GFunk Hardcore sound that has
put the South on the map.
Stand-outs on this LP
are "B.I.G.P.I.M.P.S.I.S.I.," featuring Oakland's own Too
Short, "Roll Wit It" featuring
'x-.irl.ii i- & The Hoodlum/ and
"Now or Never" featuring
those Tung Twista's from ChiTown Do or Die. This album
also has some downs. "Table
Dance" featuring Jazze Pha is a

^^ Iff photl

A must hove!

^V

Ne«ds workl

*

•••

Straight out of
Yonkers, NY , home to DMX
and The Lox, come a three man
group called Sporty Thievz.
The way these cats rhyme a
song makes me think of Nas,
Biggie and Slick Rick and the
way their songs told you a
story. Sporty Thievz are on the
story telling tip and they take
you on an adventure from
beginning to end. Most of the
production was done by SKI
and he puts it down lovely.
Scorchers on this joint
include
"Mac
Daddy,"

Write for our upcoming Entertoinmrit Section!

We want diversity in Hie music
and media reviewed—
•-mail rimlee@bfjnet.basH.edw or
dawnber@b9net.b9sw.edu
for mere information!

"Ready," "Fedz" and The
NEW
Playa's
anthem
"Cheapskate" which uses a
sample of Roy Ayer's classic
"Life is just a Moment." "Street
Cinema" has the party cuts—
cuts that just make ya head bob
and lyrics that make you say
rewind that. It has something
for the radio heads as well as
the hip-hop heads. The flaw of
this album is it doesn't break
new ground. We have heard
the playerism & cliches in rap
musk today on many occasions, it's time to lake it to the
next level. If you like Eastcoast
commercial rap, this one is for
you.

Com'Ron
"Horse A Carriage"

•••

remix singl*
Expect to hear this one
in the clubs and on the radio
everywhere really soon. The
original version of "Horse and
Carriage" didn't have the effect
on me that it did on the masses, but this new remix of the
song definitely has me feeling
it. Using a sample from the
theme sone of the sitcom Nivhl

Tune in for the best in Hip-Hop,
R&B, Rap & House music.
Monday Nights 10PM-I2AM
Just Buggin' w/Ladybug & Friends
12AM-2AM-Vibin'on88
Tuesday Nights 10PM-2AM
"The Tuesday Night Mix- - Tape w/DJ KAUSION
Wednesday Nights 10AM-2AM
Hump Night w/The Original Soulman & K-Boogie
12AM-2AM - Bombing the Airwaves w/DJ Fliptrick
Thursday Nights 10PM-2AM
Thumpin' Thursdays w/DJ RAB
Visit Our Web Page at MH7/SlB*»T».Ue»«J,«/PlrWlll

Awful!

noticed, so be on the lookout
for him to become a household
name in the hip-hop game
when he drops a cut with the
man with the gold and platinum touch. Dr. Dre.

Eminem
"Just don't give a

•••
remix single
Coming out of Detroit
is Eminem, now on Dr. Dre's
Aftermath label. His first vinyl
single re-releases the sold out
independent hit "Just Don't
Give A Pck," with an ail new
track. The original version was
bangin', but if you didn't hear
it the first time around, you
will like it anyway cuz this cat
is one of the nicest to touch a
microphone. The B-side track,
"Brain Damage," opens you
up to Eminem's current condition on the phal narrative tip.
These two singles are getting
his name out and his flows

Check out
Kausion's Krib
on the Web at
http://members. tripod.
com/-kausion

for music events
in and around
Bowling Green.

Black Student Union: Calendar of Events
November 1998
No

nber 6

6-7:30p.ro.: African American Male* Workaknp: "Step* l.rw.rd. trie
•ueeeaerul development of African American Male*."
H-Op.m.: Panel Diaeuaaiomall ■Indent* welcome). Keynote apeaker:
Dr. Darryl S. Tukufu www.tulrufugraep.com.

N.i

nber 5

0 11:00p.m. Id Ye,, Connection Bowling Party in tnc Union
Bowling Alley. FREE.

November 10

Power 88.1 FM WBGU

Court, Cam'Ron gets help
exchanging verses with Big
Pun, Charli Baltimore and Sillk
the Shocker too, while Wyclef
adds a familiar hook that
works perfectly with the sample. Listen to Charli B-More dis
on the rap superstar who fronted on appearing in the "Horse
and Cartridge" Video shoot.

•

9:00p.m.: Black Student Union meeting in BA 108.

November 16-20

9:00p.m.: Movie aerie* everyday in Olacamp 111, movie TBA.

November 19

r>8:OOp.n>.: l.t Yea, Connection Career Service. Workakop.

November 23

8-10rf)0p.m.: l.t Year Connection Final Rap Seawon. 2nd floor
Student Service* Bldg.

November 24

BLACK

9:00p.m.: Black Student Union Meeting in BA 111.

STUDENT

BSU

|U

N

I

0

N

For more information call
BSU office at 372-2692
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OPINION
LAHNA BRONSTON

This year at Bowling
Green, there is a trend of
"Baby's Daddies" and "Baby's
Mommas" on this campus. I
give many props to those who
take care of their kids. I realize
that it must be hard to handle
school and a family at the
same time. However, I find it
sad to see a young girl walking on this campus with a
baby on her hip and a back-

NORTH STAR

Preaching to poppas

pack of books on her back trying to keep her head held
high—with no kind of help
what so ever from her baby's
father.
You know what I am
talking about—the kind of
baby's father that is known
around campus for being a
"yarddog." Or, the kind of
baby's father who has two or
three kids and no job. And
even the kind of baby's father
that is always dressed in
Tommy Hilfiger or Nautica
outfits while his baby is
dressed in rags.
You may see them sitting in the Union all day or at
every parry, but you never see
them baby-sitting. If he is
attracted to you, he may have
asked you for your number
this past weekend or you may
have had sex with him. He

probably told you that he and
his baby's mother were not
serious with each other, even
though you heard different.
These pathetic excuses for
fathers are trying to populate
our campus with little boys
and girls and sad young mothers.
No, I am not a baby's
momma, but I have many
friends who are. I find it really sad on this campus when I
hear a young baby's mother
being referred to as a
"dummy" because she doesn't
know that the father of her
child is passing the lovin' to
every other woman on this
campus.
So many times I wanted to take a girl aside and tell
her what is going on. A lot of
times baby's mothers do not
have time to realize that their

baby's father isn't about anything, because they are worried about school and trying to
find affordable diapers.
To the young ladies on
this campus: get on the pill
and make him wear a condom!
Yeah, both of these things
aren't 100% guaranteed, but
there is nothing wrong with a
double back-up plan! You
came to school for an education, not to get pregnant. I cannot imagine what it must feel
like to have to come home and
tell your parents that you are
pregnant.
On another note, to
those who have kids and are
taking care of business, you
get mad props. Again, I know
that it takes a lot of work and
courage to raise a child while
still being young and in
school.

Focus should be put
on both the positive and negative of this issue. You are the
ones who truly love your children and don't dump them in
trash bags, like other students
have done across the nation.
I give props to the
baby's father who wears his
beat up shoes while rushing
his baby to the baby-sitter
before he goes to class. I give
props to the baby's father who
says that he cannot attend a
party because his baby's mother is sick. I give props to the
baby's father who goes out at
night to pick up some diapers,
instead of going out at night
for a creep move. I salute real
fathers and mothers. But I turn
my back at the impostors.

Tho North Star is ifw landmark that African ilavcs uud to gukU thorn in tfw right direction through th* Underground Railroad.
I want my Dooms to guido my African-American peopU in tfw right direction. Thus, I chew tho pootic nom of North Star.
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GLENN JONES

KHYAN BYRD

Dear Sidney Ribeau...
TH€ DOOR

....I am extremely dissatisfied.
Why are there less than a
thousand black people at BGSU?
We should have a 5-to-3 ratio. It's
only human. Some house negroes
are boasting of more so-called
"Diversity" that has arisen.
However, we have a slightly different perspective on things. Many of
US reside on urban plantations
where crack, guns and homftddt
appear seemingly out of nowhere.
We don't see any poppy fields,
planes or gun factories where we
live, and we sure as hell don't see
no "Diversity."
Our men "Diversify" the
jails disproportionately as more are
built each day We are targeted for
incarceration. Who targets US for
education? There are many of Our
young intelligent men confined to
cells who could've excelled at
BGSU had their living conditions
been conducive to a classroom education. Unfortunately, that type of
knowledge was not "actually" relevant to survival in their immediate
surroundings.
We, black people in the
ghetto, want what white folks owe
US!
Human Respect!
This
"Diversity" campaign is a mockery!
Furthermore, to have students, faculty and administrators boasting of
it, with only a couple hundred
black and Latino students in attendance, is a smack in the face. This
is especially insulting when
acknowledging the fact that Our
present day socio-*conomic conditions are the direct consequences of
US being exploited by and restricted from these white institutions.
We are reluctantly being permitted
to
"Diversify"
and
"Multiculturalize".
Campaign words like
"Integration", "Diversity" and
"Multiculturalism" are used to convince US that concerted efforts are
being made by white folks to compromise the racist cohesion to
which they have always adhered.
"Multiculturalism"
and
"Diversity" will not re-empower
US. They don't aid in rectifying the
consequences of white people's
demonstrative actions toward US.

<S"

They are not intended to.
At best, these words look at all of
the crimes against humanity perpetuated against US by white folks
and reluctantly say, "Your reparations will be the discriminant sprinkling of a few of you, from a pool of
others, throughout our generous
white institutions."
These white institutions
are being conservative with Our
reparations, to say the least! We
know it. They know it. Take a look
around.
Our living conditions are
allowed to be unsuitable for academic pursuit and achievement. Our
children are dying because of these
conditions. Our brothers are going
to jails. Our sisters are bearing the
burden.
I'm not concerned with
being sensitive or compromising
with the guilt of these white institutions in light of this. White folks'
institutions are guilty of fVkin' us
over. Why else would they be
putting on this apologetic charade
better known as the "Diversity" initiative?
Their guilt is undeniable.
Guilty white institutions need a
drastic change. Obviously, it is
their unwillingness to make significant reparative change that has
caused Our conditions to worsen!
We've been REAL patient at the
expense of Our lives, opportunities
and peace of mind.
Everyone's using words
irrelevant to the Afrikan experience
in America. Have you forgotten the
suffering and the essence of Our
struggle? Initially, Our struggle
was for empowering reparations,
not superficial "diversification."
You spend thousands of dollars for
a football team that can't win, but
you can't make real changes for US!
Where are your priorities?
To have one of US in some
high position is superficial. The
weak minded believe that this
means things have "progressed"
for US. To think that a token is
worth a dollar is to be an ignorant
fool. It has become customary for
many people to entertain the kind
of reluctance and ignorance these
white institutions show towards
their tremendous debt to US. Even
some of US subordinate Our interests, and devalue Our situation.
House negroes do this and
behave as if they are satisfied.
However, Our mothers, fathers,
nieces, nephews and grandparents
are constantly reminded of this
white ignorance when We step outside Our homes into inner-city,
USA. It has been so convenient for
many of you to ignore these issues.
Try "Integrating" the inner city.

"Diversify" the ghetto.
Make
Harlem or south side Chicago
"Multicultural." You now see how
empty these words truly are for US.
We need more than a masquerade
of token words. We need empowering reparations!
For US to allow you to
continue indulging in this inhumane white ignorance, in the face
of Our situation, is for US to
indulge in the same insidious and
superficial reality. A reality that
totally trivializes the suffering of
Our ancestors and the suffering We
on the front lines still endure. We
are still being oppressed, while you
brag about reluctant illusory
progress. We would rather see
thousands of beautiful brown faces
getting an education at BGSU than
a bunch of you hollin" bout "diversification."
Our struggle is for revolutionary empowerment, not political
strategies to ease the collective
white conscience.
What good is gaining
access if you remain powerless?
You can be the king of the world,
but if you can't help your family,
you ain't sh't*
Sidney
Ribeau,
We
demand at least a thousand black
and Latino people in attendance at
Bowling Green next year. Is that
too much to ask? Consider the
reluctance these white institutions
are guilty of showing in light of
Our history and present day conditions. This act will give US not
even a fraction of the reparations
We truly deserve. You have the
nerve to boast of "Diversity" when
there are fewer black folks up here
than there were in the 70s.
Finally, to all of those socalled "down for the cause" administrators, faculty and staff who did
not show up to the Afrikan Issues
Conference, you deserve to be
drawn and quartered for your
appalling display of ignorance.
Your lack of support shows US the
House Negro mentality that prevents any revolutionary empowerment from arising.
You can rub elbows with
these administrators and talk politics with them. But when it is time
to come together and make moves
with US look what you do. There
are NO excuses.
You all want to
wait for a party or Black History
Month to unify. That's a got damn
shame! We are going to keep Our
feet in y'all, from now on!
Much love and appreciation to those who showed support.
Much love to the brothers and sisters in the struggle.
Let's get
some "Blactino-ization" at BGSU.
Have a Black day! ^^
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Agree

OUTRAGED?

Think you tan
do better?
If you have an. opinion and
would like to share it, submit it
to The Obsidianl
The word limit for all unsolicited
entries is 600 words. Please
submit a Macintosh disk of your
piece, typed in Word 6.0 or
Word 98, and a hard copy to
202 West Hall, be sure to
include your name,
POO number, local address and
telephone number with your
submission.
Call 372-2440 or e-mail
timlee@bgnet.bgsu.edu or
dawnber@bgnet.bgsu.edu
for details.
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Luncheon kicks off celebration off heritage

HOMECOMINGS

By IRENE SHARON SCOTT

Congratulations to Kyle O'Dell and
Kisha Jones for winning
BGSU's
Homecoming King and Queen. Their smiles
of joy brightened up the football stadium.
"I felt like everything that I have
worked for paid off and now I am a part of
history," Kisna said.
Indeed, the last African-American
homecoming queen was in 1993. Shirelle
Wright and her boyfriend, former USG president Jason Jackson won queen and king.
Black Student Union and NAACP
also contributed to the Homecoming events
by putting on the Annual Multicultural
Homecoming. Before the game, the two
organizations hosted a continental breakfast
for alumni. After the game, they put on a
dance where the Multicultural King and
Queen were crowned.
Last year's king and queen, Mario
Jackson and Lahna Bronston, had the honor
of crowning Keith Cook and Tiffany Terrell.

October is well known
for other things besides
Halloween, Coming Out Week
and Oktoberfest. October is the
time where Latinos, Hispanics
and others celebrate their heritage—it is Hispanic Heritage
Month.
The Latino Student
Union (LSU) started this year's
celebration on Oct. 1 with a
kick-off luncheon to celebrate
its 25 years of success as a student organization. In addition,
music was performed by a
Mariachi band from Detroit.
The keynote speaker
was Oscar Hernandez, the first
president of the LSU in 1973
His speech focused on a major
problem within the Latino
society, an increasing of high
school drop out rate. He said
dropping out at a secondary
level is caused by feeling
alienated and a lack of support
on campus.
He also touched on
Latinos
leaving
college
because they are accustomed
to a close family environment.
He said students need to
mature and become independent
"No one is going to be
there to tell you to attend classes, to do your homework and
to go to bed early so you can
wake up the next day," said
Hernandez.
To prevent Latino students from leaving college, he

emphasizes the value of making
connections,
sharing
beliefs with others and giving
back to the community.
He shared his advice
for Latino students.
"Be
involved. Don't be afraid to
share fears, uncertainties and
loneliness with others," said
Hernandez.
Gabiel Marquez, LSU
president, felt the luncheon
was a success.
"1 feel the speaking of
Hernandez on behalf of LSU's
25th Anniversary was a monumental moment," he said.
"The success of this
luncheon shows the years of
dedication and commitment
put in by each cabinet member,
student volunteer, and the network of all resources on campus," Marquez said.
Comments on the luncheon express positive views
and support for Latino students.
Manny Vadillo, associate director of the Center for
Multicultural and Academic
Initiatives, believes that the
upcoming Latino generation
reflects a positive view of
Latinos because more are
attending college and graduate
school.
"[This luncheon) is a
great way to get people together. It is important to realize we
have Alumni," he said.
LSU was formed by

politically active University
students. They wanted to formulate an organization that
would
work
with
the
University, to recruit and
obtain more Latino students
Vadillo said.
"[LSU] hopes to provide continuous education of
the campus-at-large about
Latino culture, reaffirmation of
Latino culture which is an
essential part of American culture. Also, we hope to promote
an understanding of similarities and to clarify myths and
stereotypes [about Latinos),"
Vadillo said.
Overall, LSU goals are
to work toward fostering an
environment in which Latinos
become part of the University.
They go about doing this
through conferences, reunions,
picnics, and fostering fellowship.
Marquez expressed his
personal goals for LSU.
"I wish to embrace
more members from all types
of backgrounds into our membership. Continue enriching
the University with our traditional activities. To become
more involved with administrators and attempts to cultivate and retain our minute
diverse population. The ultimate goal is to speak louder
for the growing Latino population," Marquez said.
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Motto: "Greater Service, Greater Progress"
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WE INVITE YOU TO
Join Our Discussion Group on Thursdays 8:00 p.m.
Women's Center, Hanna Hall
Discuss Issues That Concern Womyn
Men Are Welcome.
Discuss Solutions, Support Each Other, Take Action!
WOMYN UNITE
Speak Your Mind, Offer Support To Each Other, Take Action!
YVONNE SINGH
Professor of Theatre
Faculty Advisor, Womyn for Womyn
Womyn for Womyn is a BGSU womanist and feminist organization. Womyn for
Womyn is open to address issues that affect all women's lives.
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GET A LIFE

EVENTS CALENDAR
FOR OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER 1998

CONTINUED EVENTS...
Contemporary Cuban Artist Sergio Payares

Exhibition open through November 5. TuesdaySaturday 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Sunday 2 p.m.-5
p.m.,Wi(lard Wankelman Gallery, Fine Arts Center.
Free.

Nenerre ef Boni
8 p.m., Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall.
A disaffected young man, estranged from his dysfunctional family, is thrown into a tailspin when his pregnant sister appears, asking for help. Free.
MONDAY. NOVEMBER 9

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER IB

Woza Albert!
Saturday, November 21, 8 p.m., Sunday November
22, 2 p.m. * 8 p.m.. Elsewhere Theatre, 411 South
Hall. A fast-paced, witty exploration of politics, oppression, faith and human potential, this two-person show tells
of Jesus Christ's second coming, occurring in South Africa
under apartheid. Elsewhere tickets are S3 each and are sold
at the door on a first-come, first-served basis.

On the Rood: Art Cars

la Habanera

Exhibition open through November 5. TuesdaySaturday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Sunday 2-5 p.m. Dorothy
Uber Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts Center. Free.

8:15 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
A Swedish woman resolves to escape her 10-year marriage
to a Puerto Rican landowner. Free.

Soul of Africa: African Art from the Han
Coray Collection

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 10

Mark Higbee
2:30-4:30 p.m. 223 Olscamp Hall.

Exhibition open through January 3, 1999. TuesdayThursday ans Saturday 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Friday 10
a.m.-10 p.m., Sunday 1-5 p.m, Toledo Museum of
Art. A stunningvisuafrecord of the diversity of West and
Central Africa. For ticket information call 419-255-8000.

Cup of Culture World Student Association

THURSDAY. NOVEMRER 19

8-9 p.m., Off-Campus Student Center.

"Life and Politics of W.E.B. Du Bois"

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 3Q

Noon—4 p.m.. Union Hallway. Runs through Thursday,
November 13.

Western
8 p.m., Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall.
Stranded in a small town, a Spanish salesman falls in lm<e
with a local uvman and forms an alliance witn a car thief.
Free.

Baile del Dia de los Muertos

African Soiree

FRIDAY. NOVEMRER 30

7 p.m.-9 p.m., French House.
Event will include African fashion, food, dance and music.
Contact Stephanie at 354-0491 for more information.
Sponsored by the French Club.

Artists Across the Country and Around the
City Opening

9p.m.-12 a.m., Amani Room, Commons.
Tms Halloween Dance is the last Hispanic Heritage
Month event for 1998.
Towards a Multiracial
Africa

Feminism in South

Thelma Raveil- Pinto
2:30-4:30 p.m., 223 Olscamp Hall.
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 31
Dry Dock Halloween Party

9 p.m., Harshman Galley.

National Panhellenic Council Fundraiser for
Children's Miracle Network

THURSDAY. NOVEMRER 13

7 p.m.-9 p.m., Willard Wankelman Gallery, Fine Arts
Center. Exhibition open through through December 11;
Tuesday-Saturday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Sunday 2 pm.-5p.rn.
Free.

A Toufe Vitesse (Full Speed)

8 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
A story of friendship and loss in contemporary France, four
teenagers explore theirr identities
id
as they enter a harsh adult
world. Free.

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 31
Mister and Miss NAACP Extravaganza

7:30 p.m. Lenhart Grand Ballroom, University Union.
Extravaganza party. 10:30 p.m.-l:30 a.m. Amani.

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 3

Ark Bond
Easy Street Cafe.

Anti-Racist Action Music Benefit Show

International Festival Ticket Sales

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 13

7 p.m., McDonald Countryside, for more information
please contact louisa@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Alcohol and Campus Violence Teleconerence

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 33

10 a.m.-5 p.m.. Union Foyer.
Sponsored by the World Student Association and The
Center for International Programs. Tickets will also be sold
November 3,5 and 6.
Izydil (Get Thee Oof I)

8:15 pjn., Gish Film Theater, Manna Hall.
A comical story about Russian villagers protecting the only
lavish family from slate tyranny. Directed by Dimitri
Astrakhan, 1991. Free.
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER. 3
Cup of Culture

8 p.m.-9 p.m., Off-Campus Student Center.
The Chars
Wednesday, November 4 to Saturday, November 7, 8
p.m., Sunday, November 8, 2 p.m., Joe E. Brown
Theatre. A century-old couple prepares for the arrival of
an outstanding orator who will express their "great message" before they pass on. For ticket information, call 419372-2779.
THURSDAY. NOVEMRER S
IT-

"H Only for One Night"

9 p.m.-2 a.m., Lenhart Grand Ballroom, University
Union. Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta.

l-3p.m., 105 Olscamp Hall.

Woyxecfc
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 14
Trip to "Soul of Africa" Exhibit

9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Toledo Museum of Art. UAO is
sponsoring this trip to view African Art from the Har.
Coray Collection. The cost is %4for students, $5 for adults
and $4 extra for transportation. For more information, call
the UAO office at 2 2343.
International Festival

6 p.m., St. Thomas More University Church. T7tr
Center for International Programs and the World Student
Association will host this evening of international entertainment. Sample international cuisine and watch "world
class" acts.
MONDAY. NOVEMBER 16
BSU Movie Series

9 p.m.-ll:30 p.m., Olscamp 115
Runs through Friday, November 20. Titles are TBA.

Connecting BGSU Women

8:30am., 107Hanna Hall.
This is a group designed to create a space for women faculty, administrators and staff to dialogue in a welcoming and
supportive atmosphere, a place to discuss ideas, concerns,
personal and professional issues.
WEDNESDAY. NOVEMRER 33
Thanksgiving Break Begins 8 a.m.

Classrooms campus-wide. No classes today; offices
open. Classes resume 8 a.m. Nov. 30.
MONDAY. NOVEMRER 3Q

ie Tombeau tfAlexandre (The Last Bolshevik)
8:15 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
Monday, November 16 through Monday, November Crafted around clips left by Alexander Medvedkin, this
23 in all campus residence ham.
film explores the artist's life in communism. Fra.
Shall We Donee?

10:30 a.m.-noon, 1 College Park Office Bldg.
Other workshops on November 9,19 and 23. these workshops provide information on BGSU's efforts to create a
work environment free from sexual harassment.

8:15 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
A lapanese accountant becomes infatuated with ballroom
dancing, to the mystification of his family. Fne.
NAACP Extravaganza Ticket Sales

4 p.m., Taft Room, Student Union.
For more information, contact Institute for the Study of
Culture and Society at 419-372-0585.

TUESDAY. NOVEMRER 34

Delta Sigma Theta Food Drive

Sexual Harassment Workshops

Post Regulation in the Late 90s

8:15 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
A late of a soldier who loses his love, family and life to a
senior comrade. Free.

Monday. November 16 through Thursday, November
19,11 a.m.-3 p.m.. Math Science Building Foyer.
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 17
Cup of Culture World Student Association

8-9 pjn., Off-Campus Student Center.

Submit your organization's I
events for the next calendar!
by calling 372-2440 before
November 22.
i

